Isaiah Chapter 30, Hebrew Text with Translation and Footnotes
Say No! to Dependence on Egypt-YHWH Will Deliver You from Assyria!
Wait in Quiet Confidence for YHWH--Who Is Waiting for You!
An Enigmatic Wondrous Future Is Coming For You,
and Divine Destruction for Assyria1
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Chapter 30 has one end-note: “Occurrences of the noun
the Hebrew Bible.

hm'v'n>, neshamah in

Slotki states that chapter 30 is “A bold and explicit denunciation of the political
intrigues of the pro-Egyptian party, an exposure of the futility of Egyptian power and an
announcement of the supernatural destruction of the Assyrian invader.” (P. 139)
Alexander states that “This chapter contains an exposure of the sin and folly of
ancient Israel in seeking foreign aid against their enemies, to the neglect of God, their
rightful Sovereign and their only strong Protector. The costume of the prophecy is
borrowed from the circumstances and events of Isaiah’s own times. Thus Egypt is
mentioned in the first part of the chapter as the chosen ally of the people, and Assyria
in the last part as the dreaded enemy...
“There is no need, however, of restricting what is said to that period exclusively.
The presumption, as in all such cases, is, that the description was designed to be more
general, although it may contain allusions to particular emergencies. Reliance upon
human aid, involving a distrust of the Divine promises, was a crying sin of the ancient
church [meaning Israel], not at one time only, but throughout her history...
“[The chapter] was clearly intended to reprove the sin of seeking foreign aid
without Divine permission; but there is nothing in the terms of the reproof confining it to
any single case of the offense...
“This chapter may be divided into three parts. In the first, the prophet shows the
sin and folly of relying upon Egypt, no doubt for protection against Assyria, as these
were the two great powers between which Israel was continually oscillating, almost
constantly at war with one and in alliance with the other (verses 1-7)...
“In the last part, he describes the Assyrian power as broken by an immediate
Divine interposition, precluding the necessity of any human aid (verses 27-33)...
“In the larger intervening part, he shows the connection of this distrust in God
and reliance on the creature with the general character and spiritual state of the people,
as unwilling to receive instruction, as dishonest and oppressive, making severe
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(...continued)
judgments necessary, as a prelude to the glorious change which God would eventually
bring to pass (verses 8-26).” (Pp. 471-72)
Motyer entitles chapter 30 “Human faithlessness and the faithfulness of God.”
He comments that “Isaiah now turns from principles to applications, as the
references to Egypt and Assyria show (verses 2 and 31). This fourth ‘woe’ takes up
the theme of the first (28:1-29) and applies it to the alliance with Egypt (verses 1-7) and
the assault of Assyria (verses 27-33). The principle enunciated in chapter 28 is that
there is only one foundation (28:16). Outside the promises of the Lord there no
salvation, only destruction.” (P. 244) But remember the universal promise of Isaiah
25:6-8!
Oswalt entitles 30:1-31:9 “Woe to those who trust in Egypt,” and entitles 30:1-18
“Woe to the rebellious children.”
He comments that “Chapters 30-31 move from the more general denunciation of
chapters 29-30 to specific ones aimed at the alliance with Egypt...The segment follows
much the same pattern of development already seen: denunciation followed by
promise...
“In 30:1-18 Isaiah explores at considerable length the foolishness of the decision
to depend on Egypt for help in view of Egypt’s character (verses 1-7) and God’s word
(verses 2, 8, 15)...
“Since they refuse to wait upon the Lord, the Lord must wait upon them, until the
time when their follies have left them helpless and they must turn to Him as a last resort
(verse 18)...
“In 30:1-7 Isaiah heaps his scorn uipon the idea of Egypt offering Judah any
substantive help...
“There is some disagreement over the precise time-reference of the events here
described. [Some] take the passage to refer to the revolt against Sargon in 714-711
B.C.E...[However] it seems best to date this account, with the majority of commentators,
to 701 B.C.E., either shortly before or shortly after the Egyptian army’s advance to
Eltekeh and Sennacherib’s defeat of it there.
“By this time Judah was in extremis [in an extremely difficult situation]. Whatever
hopes Hezekiah may have had for the success of his revolt, and it was evidently
carefully planned, as the Siloam tunnel indicates, those hopes were now dashed. All
his allies had either capitulated or been defeated, his outer fortresses were now
defeated, and the end was clearly at hand. If any human help was to be found, Egypt
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(...continued)
was the only possibility...Verses 2, 4, and 6 may indicate that envoys were already on
their way to Egypt.” (Pp. 544-45)
Watts entitles chapter 30 “Disaster from Self-Help in Rebellion.” He comments
that “The scene builds upon the real struggle between God and the Judean leaders,
who are determined to follow their own plans. The first episode, ‘Woe, Rebellious
Children’ (30:1-18), draws a contrast between what God is doing and the policies of
Judah’s leaders, while the second and third episodes portray religious teachers and
prophets teaching a blind, euphoric hope which ignores the real rebellion of their
leaders...
“Episode B, ‘Hope from the Teachers’ (30:19-26), calmly repeats the doctrine of
hope in God. The teachers, blind to the real issues on which the fate of the nation
hung, went on teaching ‘peace, peace, where there was no peace’ (Jeremiah 6:14;
8:11)...
“Episode C, ‘A Cultic Theophany’ (30:27-33) presents the religious exercise of
cultic prophecy. Judah’s leaders cultivated the shallow hope that Yahweh would
appear in a miraculous way to effect their salvation without their having to be concerned
about the policies of the nation.” (P. 390) What a negative view of Isaiah 30!
Kaiser entitles verses 1-5 “Refuge with Pharaoh.” He comments that these
verses “take the form of a proclamation of woe followed by a reason for it. The reason
for the woes uttered in the first two verses is given in the three verses that follow...
“When the great emperor Sennacherib began to close upon Jerusalem and the
fortresses of Judah–if not before–Hezekiah sent an embassy to Pharaoh Shabako with
a request for military assistance. Perhaps the diplomatic mission to Egypt which
underlies this passage took place as early as the time when the news was abroad of
the approach of the emperor and of his subjection not only of the cities of Phoenicia
and some of the Philistine cities, but also Ammon, Moab, and Edom...
“In addition to what we learn from Sennacherib himself, it is probable that not
only the Philistine cities of Ashdod and Ekron but also Hezekiah urgently begged
Pharaoh to intervene. But the Egyptian army that actually set out was defeated at
Eltekeh. This seems to have sealed the fate of the allies...
“One can imagine how closely the course of events was followed by all the
people of Jerusalem, and that in view of the royal embassy which had left for Egypt,
there was also an interest in public circles in Jerusalem in a prophetic oracle concerning
the whole matter. Isaiah left no doubt that he condemned the official hopes, which may
have been shared by wider circles, of Egyptian help. On the one hand the actual
decision to send the embassy had been taken without consulting the prophet of
Yahweh and therefore without an oracle from Yahweh having been sought (compare
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Isaiah 31:1b)...
“Secondly, in Isaiah’s view the history of the previous decades seems to have
shown clearly what could be expected from Egyptian help. The last king of the northern
kingdom of Israel, Hoshea, had relied upon the Egyptians for help during his rising
against Shalmaneser V in 724 B.C.E. and had brought disaster upon his country...
“The revolt of the Philistine cities, which seems to have lasted from 713-711
B.C.E., and in which Ashdod tried at least to involve Hezekiah, failed quite miserably;
not only did Shabako refuse to send the reinforcing army but actually handed over to
Sargon the ‘Ionian’ [Greek] who was at that time the ruler of Ashdod...
“One must concede that Isaiah had a gift of cool political observation, as well as
an equally firm belief in the zeal with which Yahweh watched over the obedience of His
people and avenged every offense against his Deity.” (Pp. 282-84)
2

Motyer entitles 30:1-5 “The embassy to Egypt.”

Slotki entitles verses 1-2 “Rebellious children.” They are “the members of the
pro-Egyptian party.” (P. 139)
Alexander translates / comments on verse 1: “Woe to the disobedient children,
saith Jehovah, (so disobedient as) to form (or execute) a plan and not from Me, and to
weave a web, but not (of) My Spirit, for the sake of adding sin to sin.”
The Greek translation (Rahlfs) has te,kna avposta,tai, “children, deserters /
rebels.” Watts comments that “The complaint about rebellious children picks up a
theme begun in Isaiah 1:2. The following sections define the nature of the rebellion.”
(P. 395)
Oswalt comments on verse 1 that “For Isaiah this decision [to send envoys to
Egypt] could only stem from the basic rebelliousness of his people...God’s word
concerning alliances with Egypt was very clear: they were forbidden (Exodus 13:17
[No]; Deuteronomy 17:16).” (P. 544)
We say, Isaiah himself, as YHWH’s messenger / mouth, had forbidden such
alliances, and it was not based on quoting a verse like Deuteronomy 17:16, even
though that verse does forbid what Israel is attempting to do here.
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yNIëmi al{åw> ‘hc'[e tAfÜ[]l;
yxi_Wr al{åw> hk'ÞSem; %soïn>liw>
`taJ'(x;-l[; taJ'Þx; tApïs. ![;m;²l.
Alas, stubborn / rebellious sons / children! 3
–a saying4 of YHWH--5

3

Kaiser comments that “The mere fact that the Jews in their responsible ruling
circles had behaved towards Yahweh as rebellious sons would have been sufficient to
condemn their plans...
“The relationship between father and son, assumed here, as in 1:2-3 between
Yahweh and Israel does not refer to any kind of consubstantiality between God and
man...but to unconditional authority and power over His son, obedience without
question (compare Deuteronomy 32:5-6 and Malachi 1:6; 2:10.” (Pp. 284-85)
Kaiser is referring to the Christian doctrine of “consubstantiality,” with regards to
Jesus Christ as being “consubstantial” with the Father, a philosophical-theological
teaching which created division in the early Christian Church, in which the
“monophysites” (largely in Syria, Israel and Egypt) denied the “trinitarian” position
concerning the Divine nature of Jesus. His point is that here in Isaiah 30 (and
elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible), the Israelites are called the “sons” of God, just as the
later Christian called Jesus the “son of God,” without any thought of their being
“consubtantial” with the Father.
4

Where our Hebrew text spells

revelation,” 1QIsa has
the copyist at Qumran.
5

~aun>, ne)um, “utterance / declaration /

~awn, no)m, which we take to be a simple mistake on the part of
hw"ëhy>-~aun>

The phrase here,
, ne)um-YHWH, “a saying / utterance / declaration
/ revelation of YHWH,” identifies the saying as coming from YHWH, and is a claim to
Divine communication coming through the prophet. This phrase occurs some 267
times in the Hebrew Bible, identifying specific statements as coming from YHWH.
However, this is only a tiny fraction of the thousands of statements made in the
literary prophets, and it is not a universal claim, i.e., that everything written or spoken by
the prophets has come from YHWH. See footnote 164, with its quotation of Jeremiah
23, where Jeremiah rebukes prophets using the similar phrase “burden / oracle of
YHWH,” claiming falsely that their messages came from YHWH. Ministers today need
to be very careful when they claim that their message is “the word of God.”
5

to do / make6 counsel / advice,7 and not from Me!8
And to pour out a drink-offering / weave a web,9 and not (by) My Spirit!10
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Oswalt observes that the verbs in verse 1 “are infinitives which are used to
describe the nature of the rebellion.” (P. 542)
7

hc'[e tAfÜ[]l;

The Hebrew phrase is
, la(asoth (etsah, “to do / make counsel /
advice.” Translations vary from “take counsel” to “making plans,” to “carry out a plan /
plans,” to “who make plans,” to evpoih,sate boulh.n, “you (plural) made a plan.” These
rebellious / disobedient Jews are making their plan(s) without seeking YHWH’s
guidance.
Watts comments that the Book of Isaiah “has consistently avowed that Yahweh
has a strategy, a plan, for Israel. The political leaders have one, too. But the strategies
differ.” (P. 395)
Do you agree? And if so, what is YHWH’s plan for Israel? Would you agree that
the Divine plan for Israel is most clearly depicted in Isaiah 53 (Israel as the “suffering
servant”) and Isaiah 58 (with its depiction of true “fasting” / “righteousness”? Are not
those chapters an anticipation of the life and ministry of Jesus, certainly fulfilled and
embodied in Jesus? Do you think they ought to be integral to America’s national
“plan”?
8

Kaiser states that “The delegation sent to Egypt by Hezekiah seems to have had
the purpose of concluding a formal defensive and offensive agreement with Shabako...
In a few intense words Isaiah states that the plan has not com e from Yahweh...
“When the prophet, speaking in the person of Yahweh Himself, affirms that this
has heaped sin upon sin, he is presumably thinking of the treaty made by Ahaz with
Tiglathpileser during the war with Syria and Ephraim (compare chapters 7-8) and the
participation by Hezekiah in one form or another in the Philistine revolt led by Ashdod
(compare Isaiah 20:1ff.).” (P. 285)
9

Slotki’s translation [American-Jewish Translation of the Scriptures] has for
this phrase “And that form projects.” He states that the Hebrew is literally “weave a
web,” and adds that “A less acceptable alternative is ‘pour out a drink-offering’ to ratify a
treaty.” (P. 139)
Alexander translates by “to weave a web,” and comments that “The phrase

hk'ÞSem; %soïn>l,i linsok massekhah has been variously explained.

The Syriac Peshito
makes it mean ‘to pour out libations,’ probably with reference to some ancient mode of
ratifying covenants, and the [Greek / Rahlfs] accordingly translates it evpoih,sate...
sunqh,kaj, ‘you made compacts / agreements’. Cocceius applies it to the ‘casting of
molten images’...De Dieu to the molding of designs or plots...J. D. Michaelis makes the
(continued...)
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In order to add 11 missing-of-the-mark upon missing-of-the-mark!12
9

(...continued)
phrase mean to ‘weave a web,’ which agrees well with the context, and is favored by
the similar use of the same verb and noun in Isaiah 25:7.” (P. 472)
If we take the words to mean “weave a web,” what does that mean? Does it
mean forming an intricate web of political and military relationships with Egypt? Motyer
says it means weaving “the web of diplomatic intrigue leading to an alliance.” (P. 245)
All of these differing understandings create a great difficulty for the student of the

$sn

Hebrew Bible. The reason for them is the fact that the Hebrew root
, nasak, is
ambiguous. The Hebrew-English Dictionary of Brown-Driver-Briggs lists the
following words, all coming from this basic root:
I.

%s;n", nasak, verb, pour out (i.e., either a libation / drink offering, or cast, forge metal)
%s,nò,, nesek, masculine noun, drink-offering
%ysin", nasiyk, 1. libation; 2. molten image
I. hk'Sem,; massekhah, feminine noun 1. molten metal, or image; 2. libation,
drink -offering

%s;n", nasak, verb, weave
II. hk'Sem,; massekhah, feminine noun woven stuff, web, especially as covering
tk,Sñ,m;, massecheth, feminine noun, web of unfinished stuff, on loom
III. %s;n", nasak, verb, set, install
%ysin", nasiyk, masculine noun, prince (one installed).
II.

$sn

With all of these meanings hovering around the root
, nasak, it is no wonder
that differing translations are given to this phrase! And this is the nature of the Hebrew
text, here in Isaiah 30:1. The desire to have a clear, unambiguous translation /
interpretation will be disappointed, as we have to recognize the deep ambiguity that
there is in this text. The prophetic message, rooted in visions and dreams, is filled with
puzzling enigmas, such as this–and we should have expected such, having learned
from Numbers 12:6-8 and 1 Corinthians 13:7-12!
However, there can be little doubt as to the overall meaning–which is that YHWH
wants His people to look for, and be dependent upon His Divine guidance, doing all in
their power to guide their lives by the Divine will, rather than depending solely upon
human resources.
10

Slotki states that this means “Not in agreement with the Divine spirit which
directed the warnings against the alliance uttered by Isaiah.” (P. 139)
(continued...)
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(...continued)
Or, perhaps the meaning is that it is not YHWH’s Spirit that is leading them in
what they are doing–they are acting on their own, heedless to YHWH’s Spirit, certainly
heedless to Isaiah’s Spirit-filled message!
11

The verb here,

@s;y," yasaph, “to add.”

tApïs., sephoth, is the qal infinitive construct of the root verb
The Greek translation (Rahlfs) is prosqei/nai, “to add to.”

12

Slotki’s translation has “add sin to sin,” and he comments that “The sin of
trusting in Pharaoh [is added] to that of mistrust in God; or the sin of the treaty with
Egypt [is added] to the secrecy with which it was negotiated.” (P. 139)
Alexander holds that the phrase simply means “multiplying or accumulating guilt.”
(P. 472)
Motyer states that “The first sin of acting without Divine prompting, compounded
by the second sin of seeking a covering other than the Spirit, is described as deliberate
intention to sin.” (P. 245) But Motyer’s “deliberate intention to sin” is not found in the
text, and we wonder what he means by “covering”–does he mean a protective covering,
that is, the armed might of Egypt? Where does the text say anything about the Spirit
being a “covering”?
Oswalt states that the phrase “so that sin is added to sin may be understood in
at least two ways. First, it may mean that to the sin of bringing Assyria into the land of
Canaan through Ahaz’s alliance with her, they now add the sin of allying themselves
with Egypt to get Assyria out! But it is also possible that it is the sin of concealment
being added to the sin of alliance. In any case, it is true that something about the
human condition leads us not to confess sin but to compound it with more.” (P. 545)
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Alexander translates / comments on verse 2: “Those walking to go down to
Egypt, and My mouth they have not consulted (literally asked), to take refuge in the
strength of Pharaoh, and to trust in the shadow of Egypt...
“‘To ask the mouth’, or ‘at the mouth,’ of the Lord, is a phrase used elsewhere in
the sense of seeking a Divine decision or response.” (P. 472)
We agree, and think that this means consulting with YHWH’s prophet or
spokesperson.
Watts comments on verse 2 that “The leaders plan an alliance with Egypt. In
Ashurbanipal’s late reign and in those of his successors, Assyria had become less
aggressive. But Psamtik I, Pharaoh of Egypt, increased in power and ambition.
Jerusalem’s leaders were determined to play the game of power politics, pitting one
superpower against the one they thought would be its successor.” (P. 395)
(continued...)
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(...continued)
Perhaps...but the text makes no mention of Ahurbanipal or of Psalmtik, and does
not make the historical background explicit as Watts constantly attempts to do.
14

td<r<ål' ‘~ykil.hoh;

The Hebrew phrase
, literally “the ones walking to the going
down,” is given varying translations, from “That walk to go down,” to “Who set out to go
down,” to “who go down,” to “who leave,” to the Greek translation’s oi` poreuo,menoi
katabh/nai, “the ones going / proceeding to go down.” Watts has “those hurrying to
descend,” but we see no indication of “hurrying” in the text.
15

What do you think this line means, “and My mouth they did not ask”? We think
that “My mouth” is intended to mean the prophet Isaiah, whose ministry was centered in
speaking the Divine message which he received from YHWH–that is, he looked upon
himself as a spokesman for YHWH–he acted as “YHWH’s mouth,” he did everything in
his power to speak for YHWH. And the charge here is that those who have gone down
to Egypt to make a treaty have not asked Isaiah whether or not such a mission was the
Divine will. Compare Joshua 9:14, where it is said that the Israelites, in their entering
into a covenant with the people of Gibeon:
YHWH’s mouth they did not ask.”

Wla'(v' al{ï hw"ßhy> yPiî-ta,w>, “and

Kaiser comments that this line “shows that on the occasion of all acts by the ruler
of the state [of Israel] an oracle was required to be sought from Yahweh, and that this
was in fact largely done (compare Isaiah 32:2-5; 2 Kings 21:12-14; Jeremiah 37:1719; 38:14-16). This practice was in force more of less everywhere in antiquity, and is
certainly not peculiar to Israel...

la;v'

“The term used here [
, sha)al, ‘ask’]...is an ancient technical term for
seeking an oracle from Yahweh, e.g. in the holy war (compare Joshua 9:14; Judges
1:1; 20:18, 23, 26; 1 Samuel 13:51; 23:9-11). An utterance by a prophet now seems
to have replaced the oracle by lot which was the usual practice before the setting up of
the monarchy.” (P. 285)

(continued...)
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to take refuge16 in Pharaoh’s place of refuge;17
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(...continued)

Wla'_v' al{å ypiÞW

Where our Hebrew text of Isaiah 30:2 has
, “and My mouth
they did not ask,” the Greek translation (Rahlfs) has: evme. de. ouvk evphrw,thsan, “but
then Me they did not ask / question.” Motyer translates the phrase by “without
consulting Me.” (P. 245).
What about you? How do you formulate your plans in life? Do you ask /
question God for direction? How do you do this? Do you pray, and then wait to hear a
response from God, deep in your heart? Do you ask someone you respect as one who
faithfully speaks for God, your minister, or someone else? Do you allow God’s Spirit to
guide you? How do you do that?
Or do you let chance direct your steps?
Do you have the conviction that your own convictions and ideas are superior to
God’s?
Socrates went to the oracle at Delphi to hear the mouth / voice of God; Jewish
leaders consulted Moses with his torah / teaching, or the High Priest with his urim and
thummim, or prophets like Isaiah.
We Christians think Jesus is the “word of God,” that his life and ministry are an
embodiment of Divine truth--but Jesus wrote no books, and we are dependent for his
teaching on the memories and writings of his followers, none of whom claimed
infallibility.
I myself believe that in studying books like Isaiah, and letting the prophet
Isaiah’s teaching settle into my heart and mind, I can hear the same “word of God” that
I see embodied in Jesus as he is depicted in the Gospels. What about you?
16

zA[l'

17

h[oêr>P; zA[åm'B. ‘zA[l'

zW[l'

The Hebrew phrase “to take refuge,”
, la(oz, can also be spelled
,
la(uz. This is only a matter of Masoretic spelling; in an unpointed text, there would be
no difference.
Where our Hebrew text has
, “to take refuge in
Pharaoh’s place of refuge, the Greek transation (Rahlfs) has bohqhqh/nai u`po. Faraw,
“to be helped by Pharaoh.”

10

and to seek refuge18 in Egypt’s shadow.19

18

Here the phrase for taking or seek refuge is

the preceding
19

tAsßx.l,; lachesoth, a synonym of

‘zA[l', la(oz.

For the phrase

lceB,. betsel, “in (the) shadow (of), see the following passages:

Psalm 17:8, where the psalmist says to El / YHWH,
Guard / keep me, like a pupil, daughter of an eye!
In (the) shadow of Your wings, You will hide me,
Psalm 36:8, where the psalmist exclaims to YHWH God;
How precious (is) Your steadfast-love, O God!
And children of humanity will find refuge in (the) shadow of Your wings!
Psalm 91:1,
One dwelling in (the) hiding place of (the) Most High,
in (the) shadow of Shaddai he will lodge / spend the night.
Isaiah 49:2, where YHWH’s servant says YHWH has hidden him in the shadow of His
hand.
In the light of these references to people hiding in the shadow of YHWH or His
“wings,” it seems obvious that Isaiah, here in 30:2 and 3 is reproving his people for
seeking refuge in the shadow of Egypt instead of in YHWH’s shadow. But Egypt is no
God!
Again we note how similar Isaiah’s language is to that of the Psalter!
Oswalt states that “refuge and shelter are words which have a particular
poignancy because of their frequent appearance in the Psalms with reference to God.
Thus the nature of Judah’s rebellion is further underlined. It is not merely the making of
a defensive alliance with a neighboring country which is so odious. It is the repudiation
of a personal relationship of dependence upon and affection for their God.” (P. 546)
And we ask, How can an honest believer in God know whether or not their
country should enter into alliances / relationships with foreign nations? Does the Divine
word call for non-alliance / non-relationship with all others? Or does it call believers to
become the willing servants of their fellow human-beings, including those in foreign
nations, showing the world the true nature of “steadfast-love” and “righteousness”? And
is the Divine mission of proclaiming good news to all the nations quite different from
entering into political and military alliances with them? Are true believers called by God
(continued...)
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19

(...continued)
to be pacifists / isolationists, or simply messengers of good news, devoting their lives
and their resources to that universal task?
20

Slotki comments that verse 3 depicts “The consequences of disobedience to
the word of God.” (P. 140)
Alexander translates verse 3: “And the strength of Egypt shall be to you for
shame, and the trust in the shadow of Egypt for confusion.” (P. 472)
21

l. hy"ïh'

Alexander comments that the phrase
, hayah le, [literally “he was to or
he became to”] “may here be taken in its frequent sense of becoming or being
converted into.” (P. 472)
22

Watts comments on verses 3-4 that “This prediction [i.e., that Egypt would
afford protection from Assyria] is seen as false. In solid fact, it was a misjudgment.
Egypt’s power in Palestine was short-lived. Babylon, not Egypt, was destined to
succeed Assyria.” (P. 395)
Oswalt comments on verse 3 that “Egypt cannot afford the protection Judah
seeks. Her time as a world power was long past. Shabako, the pharaoh at this tim e,
was a Nubian, not an Egyptian.” (P. 546)
“Nubia is a region along the Nile river located in what is today northern Sudan
and southern Egypt. It was the seat of one of the earliest civilizations of ancient Africa,
with a history that can be traced from at least 2000 B.C.E. onward (through Nubian
monuments and artifacts, as well as written records from Egypt and Rome), and was
home to one of the African empires.” (Wikipedia, 5/4/2017)
Oswalt continues: “Isaiah says, to lean upon the staff of Egypt is to be publicly
disgraced, for that staff will collapse under you (compare Isaiah 36:6, the words of an
Assyrian!). So they have rejected trust in God Who would not have failed them and
instead have committed themselves to Pharaoh, who most assuredly will.” (P. 546)
Kaiser comments on verse 3 that “Isaiah shows that trust in God and clear,
sober political thought are not irreconcilable, and that the person who takes God into
account in good and ill can assess reality.” (P. 286)
(continued...)
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(...continued)
What do you think? If you were living in the time of Isaiah, would you have
followed the advice of the prophet, and refused to follow the advice of the leaders of
Judah?
What about today? Do you let the teaching of Jesus Christ cause you to disobey
the voice of your government? Would you be a conscientious objecter if you thought
America was fighting an unjust war? Would you refuse to let your child be vaccinated if
it violated your religious convictions?
23

Slotki comments on verses 4-5 that “Pharaoh may well send his princes and
ambassadors to Zoan or to Hanes to offer a friendly welcome to the Judean envoys
under way, but his promised help will result in utter disappointment and shame.” (P.
140)
From Wikipedia, we quote: “Zoan (Hebrew: Tso`an) was, according to the
Hebrew Bible, a city of Egypt in the eastern Nile delta. Numbers 13:22 says that it
was built seven years after Hebron was built. Psalm 78:12, 43 identifies the "field of
Zoan" as where Moses performed miracles before Pharaoh to persuade him to release
Israel from his service. The city is also mentioned in Isaiah 19:11, 13; 30:4 [here] and
Ezekiel 30:14. The Greek Septuagint in all of these verses uses the Greek name
Tanis; both Tanis and Tso'an are ultimately derived from the Egyptian name for Tanis,
Djanet or Djan (Modern Arabic Tsan). This city was not actually built until about 1075
B.C.E., however references to Zoan existing previously as early as the time of Abraham
are taken to mean the old Hyksos capital at Avaris and the nearby Ramesside capital of
Pi-Ramesses, about 25 kilometers [15 and a half miles] from the site of Tanis. The
mentions in Isaiah and Ezekiel certainly correspond with the later Tanis.” (4/23/2017)
Alexander translates verse 4: “For his chiefs are in Zoan, and his ambassadors
arive at Hanes.” He comments that the Greek translation has apparently read the
Hebrew phrase

W[yGI)y: snEïx,' chanes yaggiy(u, literally “Hanes they arrive (at),” ~N"xi

W[gyy, chinnam yiyga(u, “they shall labor in vain.”

Alexander notes that this reading is
found in a few [Hebrew] manuscripts.” He also notes that “The [Aramaic] Targum
changes Hanes into Tahpanhes.” (P. 472)
24

Slotki observes that the the 3 rd person masculine singular pronominal suffix in

the plural noun

wyr"+f', sarayw, “his / its princes,” probably means Pharaoh’s.

But, he
(continued...)
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and its / his messengers reached / arrived at Hanes.25
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(...continued)
states, “according to other commentators [it refers to] those of the King of Israel.” (P.
140)
Motyer thinks it could be referring to Hezekiah’s envoys, “but the reference is
more likely to the Pharaoh.” (P. 246)
Oswalt states that “It is not made plain...whose princes and messengers are
intended, the Pharaoh’s or Judah’s. In either case, the v erse seems to be saying that
the failure of Egyptian support will come in spite of what might be seen as an indication
to the contrary.” (P. 546)
The Greek translation (Rahlfs) omits the two pronouns in the Hebrew of this
verse.
25

Slotki comments that Hanes is “Heracleopolis Magna, to the south of Memphis
on one of the Nile islands. The two cities [Tsoan and Hanes] were on the southern
frontier of Lower Egypt.” (P. 140)
Motyer states that this “points to the union of Egypt under the strong Ethiopian
dynasty. Shabako (716-702 B.C.E.) had all Egypt under his control by 715. Isaiah’s
point is that though to the outward eye Egypt may now appear strong there will be no
result except disappointment.” (P. 246)
26

Alexander translates / comments on verse 5: “All are ashamed of a people
who cannot profit them (a people) not for help and not for profit, but for sham e, and also
for disgrace...The Hebrew construction is, they are not a profit or a help, for (on the
contrary) they are a disgrace and a reproach.” (P. 473)
27

Slotki holds that this is referring to “the Judean envoys or the people they
represent.” (P. 140)
28

The Masoretes offer two readings: first, the kethibh, “what is written,”

hibh)iysh, “cause to stink”; and second, the qere, “to be read,”

vyaib.h,i

vybiêh,o hobhiysh,
(continued...)
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(they were) not for help, and not for profit;29
but for shame and for reproach.30
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(...continued)
“cause to be ashamed.” The Greek translation (Rahlfs) reflects neither the kethibh nor
the qere. Watts translates by “everyone will be made odious.” (P. 391)
29

Watts notes that this last phrase, “and not f or profit,” is omitted by the Greek
translation. But this is not the case. Rahlfs has ou;te eivj wvfe,leian, “neither for profit.”
30

Slotki states that the people described as being no help or profit is the
Egyptians. (P. 140)
Oswalt comments on verse 5: “At any rate, says Isaiah, Egypt will not be able to
do Judah good; she will only plunge her to deeper disgrace.” (P. 546)
Watts states that “Reliance on Egyptian suzerainty by princes in Egypt as well as
by leaders in Jerusalem was useless, no help, destined to be a shame, and a disgrace.”
(P. 395)
31

Slotki comments on verses 6-7 that “The Judean envoys to Egypt had to
traverse the Negeb, the desert to the south of Judah, a land of trouble and anguish.
They carried with them rich gifts from the king of Judah to the Egyptian court whose
help the prophet declares to be vain and empty.” (P. 140)
Motyer entitles these two verses “The oracle concerning the animals of the
Negev.” He comments that “The command in verse 8 to write it on a tablet may refer to
this oracle. What a striking piece of publicity it would make, beautifully crafted, sharp,
compulsive!...
“Verses 1-5 emphasize the Egyptian policy as the product of human planning
(verse1), taking advantage of what they think to be Egyptian strength (verse 4), and
verses 6-7 emphasize human costly effort. But neither by sacrifice nor wisdom
can people achieve their own security.” (P. 246)
The author of Ecclesiastes 9:13-15 would disagree with Motyer’s last sentence.
How do you explain this? Does Ecclesiastes have in mind an humble servant of
YHWH, who acts on the basis of Divine counsel, rather than on proud human wisdom?
Oswalt states concerning these two verses that “The pronouncement concerning
the animals of the Negeb closes this segment in a graphic and concrete way...
“The language is rather extravagant, but it makes its point well. A caravan
loaded with treasures struggles through the wild terrain infested with lions and snakes,
(continued...)
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all to buy the help of an old dragon [Rahab, i.e. Egypt] who is in fact helpless. All the
cost in effort and wealth will come to nothing, says the prophet...
“Some scholars comment that the coastal road through the Negeb cannot have
been so severe, and that this is an indication that Sennacherib had already cut that
road, forcing the envoys to cross the harsh Sinai Peninsula, retracing the road over
which their forefathers had come...While this explanation may be true, it is also true that
this is poetic language and overliteralism is to be avoided...The author may be using
these figures of lions and snakes merely to talk about the great danger and risk
involved in these overtures to Egypt.” (P. 547)
Kaiser entitles verses 6-7 “Vain Hopes.”
He comments that “We find for the first and last time in this section a title like
those in chapters 13-23. It similarity to the headings in chapters 21 and 22, which
take up a keyword from the text that follows, is obvious. But in the form in which we
possess it the heading we have here is not a keyword taken from the text, but an
original phrase which quite rightly states that it also mentions all kinds of animals of the
Negeb, the land of the south...
“Verse 7b at once raises the question of who is actually speaking, Yahweh, the
prophet Isaiah, or someone else convinced of the importance and truth of his diagnosis,
and perhaps even composing in writing. But since a human reflection as such cannot
claim a place in a book of prophecy, and no statement can claim to be accepted by
faith if someone other than Yahweh is assumed to be speaking, then Yahweh has to be
presumed to be the Speaker [what kind of reasoning is this? Are we to conclude that
every word spoken in every book of prophecy is spoken by YHWH? Why then are
some statements followed by ‘a saying of YHWH,’ and othersare not? And what about
the conflicting theological teachings found in the books of prophecy? Can both sides of
the theological conflict be assumed to be YHWH arguing with Himself? Here the ultra
liberal scholar Kaiser sounds just like the most ardent fundamentalist!].” (P. 288)
Alexander translates / comments on verse 6: “The burden of the beasts of the
south, in a land of suffering and distress, whence (are) the adder and the fiery flying
serpent; they are carrying (or about to carry) on the shoulder of young asses their
wealth, and on the hump of camels their treasures, to a people (or for the sake of a
people) who cannot profit...
“The prophet sees the ambassadors of Israel carrying costly presents through
the waste howling wilderness, for the purpose of securing the Egyptian alliance...The

aF'Þm;

[Greek translation / Rahlfs] translates
, massa) by h` o[rasij, ‘the vision,’ and
converts the first clause into a title or inscription...

(continued...)
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(...continued)
“It is surely an unreasonable supposition, that the prophet could not put the w ord

aF'Þm;, massa) at the beginning of a sentence without converting it into a title.

The
most natural construction of the first clause is to take it as an exclamation (O the
burden of the beasts! What a burden to the beasts!) The beasts meant are not the
lions and the vipers of the next clause...but the asses and the camels of the one
following, called beasts of the south because traveling in that direction. The land meant
is not Egypt...nor the land of Israel...but the interjacent desert described by Moses in
similiar terms.” (P. 474) See:
Deuteronomy 1:19a,
And we pulled out from Chorebh, and we went (through) all the wilderness–
the great and the fearful one, the one which you people saw–(on the) road
of the Amorites...
Deuteronomy 8:15a, where YHWH is depicted as:
the One leading you in the great and fearful wilderness–
fiery snake(s) and scorpion(s)
and thirsty ground, where there is no water...
Motyer comments on verse 6 that “While the politicians in Jerusalem were
doubtless wondering, ‘How will our ambassadors fare?’, Isaiah suggests ironically,
‘Never mind them, what about the pack animals?, as though their welfare was the only
important thing in a whole human waste of time.” (P. 246)
Watts states that “A derisive burden or prophecy of judgment pictures the poor
animals of burden, camels or donkeys, which make up Egypt’s caravans in the south of
Palestine. They are made to travel through the terrors of wild animals in the land of
trouble and anguish. The Negeb was wilderness and part desert, a wild and rugged
terrain.” (Pp. 395-96)
17

Utterance / oracle (for the) beasts of (the) Negebh / South: 32
In a land of distress33 and pressure,34
lioness and lion– 35
from (among) them36 viper37 and flying fiery serpent–38

32

Slotki comments that by the “beasts of the south” is meant “the young asses
and camels mentioned later which had to pass through the Negeb on their way to
Egypt.” (P. 140)
Rahlfs has h` o[rasij tw/n tetrapo,dwn tw/n evn th/| evrh,mw|, “The vision of the
four-footed (creatures), the ones in the desert.”
1QIsa adds another word between distress and pressure–the word
tsiyyah, “dryness, drought.”
33

hY"ci,

hq'øWcw> hr"’c' •#r<a,

34

Alexander comments that the phrase
, which he translates
by “land of suffering and distress,” “cannot mean a land of oppression, in allusion either
to the bondage of the Hebrews or to that of the natives...nor a land compressed and
narrow in shape...but must denote a land of suffering, danger, and privation, such as
the great Arabian desert is to travelers.” (P. 474)
35

Alexander comments that “two designations of the lion are here used; but how
they mutually differ is disputed...Luther makes the distinction one of sex (lions and
lionesses), which is now [mid 19th century] regarded as the true distinction.” (P. 474)
Modern translations vary, from “lion and roaring king-beast” (Tanakh) to “lioness
and roaring lion” (New Revised Standard and New Jerusalem) to “lions and
lionesses” (New International).

~h,ªme, mehem means “whence.” He adds that
“Those who make #r,a,, )erets, ‘land’ to mean Egypt explain ~h,ªm,e mehem as
36

Alexander holds that the phrase

referring rather to the people than the country...The general meaning of the phrase, as
all agree, is whence.” (P. 474)
Watts holds that the meaning of the phrase is “from them,” but states that “The
meaning is not clear, which has led to numerous attempts at emendations.” (P. 393)

~h,ªme

~heno

One of those attempts is to change
, mehem to
, nohem, “growling,”
and Watts thinks this is the best solution. (P. 393) W e think the best solution is to
translated by “from among them.” But the phrase is somewhat puzzling.
37

Alexander states that the Hebrew noun

‘h[,p.a,, )eph(eh, may be translated
(continued...)
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(...continued)
adder, viper, asp, or by any other term denoting a venomous and deadly serpent.” (Pp.
474-75)
38

@peêA[m. @r"åf', saraph m(opheph?

What is the
number of related words:

For this first noun there are a

@r;f', saraph is the verb, “to burn.”
@r'f', saraph, occurring here, is a noun for “serpent,” usually a venomous one,
possibly from the burning effect of its venom.

@r'f', with the same spelling, in the plural ~ypir'f., seraphim , according to BrownDriver-Briggs, beings originally mythically conceived with serpents’ bodies
(serpent-deities, compare Isaiah 14:29, 30:6); compare also Egyptian guardiangriffins, called Šerref; in the Hebrew Bible majestic beings with six wings, and
human hands and voices, attendant upon YHWH--Isaiah 6:2, 6.

@r'f', a proper masculine name of a Judean.
hp'ref,. a feminine noun meaning “burning.”
hp'ref.m,; hp'r'f.m,i a feminine noun also meaning a burning; only occurring in the
plural construct, tApr>f.m,i masrephoth, “burnings.”
Alexander comments that “The lions and vipers of this verse are not symbolical
descriptions of the Egyptians...but a poetical description of the desert.” (P. 475)
Kaiser states that “We recall that the desert which lay between Egypt and
Palestine was thought of as inhabited by real and fantastic beasts which were a danger
to man (compare Deuteronomy 14-15), and that Psalm 87:4...certainly permits the
identification of Rahab with Egypt. Thus the heading, which connects this oracle with a
journey through the Negeb...refers to a journey to Egypt which has not been approved
by Yahweh, and will not obtain the help which is sought from Egypt...
“[The passage] does not refer to a journey along the coast road, but through the
Arabah and then across the Sinai Peninsular [a piece of land that juts out from a larger
land mass and is mostly surrounded by water] to Egypt...On the boundary of the world
they really knew, by a secret route threatened by unknown dangers, envoys travel
heavily laden to Egypt to get help for their own country...
“If our view of the route taken by the embassy is correct it gives us some
additional historical information; when the Via Maris, the coast road, was already closed
and the Assyrians had interrupted normal communications between Egypt and Judea,
Hezekiah chose the less usual and more dangerous alternative route across the Sinai
Peninsular. Perhaps we may assume from this that the battle of Eltekeh had already
(continued...)
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they carry39 on the shoulder of male donkeys their wealth,
and upon (the) hump of camels their treasures,40
to41 a people they will not profit.42
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(...continued)
been fought and lost, and the first and only attempt on the part of Egypt to bring relief
which is known to us from the sources had already failed, when Hezekiah tried again,
summoning all the revenues at his disposal, to persuade Pharaoh Shabako to interv ene
on his behalf.” (Pp. 288-89)
39

Where our Hebrew text has the plural

the singular

Waf.y,I yis)u, “they carried,” 1QIs

a

has

afy, yisa), “he / it carried.”

40

Kaiser states that “‘Their riches’ and ‘their treasures’ are perhaps not their own
valuables, but simply those they are carrying with them, in which case they will not be
refugees, but an official embassy.” (P. 289)

l[;

41

Here the proposition is
, (al, normally “over” or “above.” Watts says that it
means “on behalf of” (p. 393), but we suspect that it is being used to mean “to,” i.e., the

la,, )el, as Hebrew prepositions are becoming more and more

same thing as
interchangeable.
42

Kaiser comments that “The formal category is that of a prophecy of warning...
Once one accepts that it is Yahweh Himself Who is speaking [through the prophet
Isaiah or his counterpart], it is clearly a reproach, which combines with the warning in
verse 7b to form a prophecy of warning with a reason. When Yahweh says that people
are carrying their property to other people who cannot help them, while He is their true
and only real Helper, the reproach is implicit in the words.” (P. 288)
Kaiser adds, “It is not stated that the ambassadors were sent from a people and
a king whose God and Protector was the Holy One of Israel (compare 31:1b) but this is
implicit in the background. The judgment is short and annihilating; Egypt will not rise
up, as the terrifying dragon once did with its helpers in the past, but will remain seated
and inactive...The prospects of renewed and more effective help from Egypt are
groundless, and all efforts and expenditure are in vain.” (P. 290)
43

Alexander translates verse 7: “And Egypt (or the Egyptians) in vain and to no
purpose shall they help. Therefore I cry concerning this, their strength is to sit still .”
20

And Egypt44–(with) vapor / breath and emptiness they will help.45
Therefore I called to this (nation),
Rahab / Arrogant One46 (are) they47–cessation / sitting.48

44

Motyer comments that verse 7 “begins (literally) ‘And Egypt’ and the force is
exclamatory: Egypt! futile and empty is their help!’
45

Oswalt translates this first line of verse 7 by “As for Egypt, their help is
completely empty,” what he calls “rough and abrupt Hebrew.” “But,” he says, “evidently
this is exactly the impact the author wishes to make...Somehow, he must help his
people to drop their age-old sense of inferiority before Egypt’s opulent [ostentatiously
wealthy] culture and realize that whatever she might have been she is now impotent.”
(Pp. 547-48)

bhr, rahabh occurs elsewhere as a name of
Egypt, most of the modern [mid-19th century] writers take ytiar"åq', qara)thiy, ‘I called,’
46

Alexander comments that “Since

in the sense of naming, [‘I named’] which is fully justified by usage, and understand the
clause as contrasting the pretensions of Egypt with its actual performances; the two
antagonist ideas being those of arrogance, or insolence and quiescence, or inaction.”
(P. 475)
Motyer states that “Psalm 87:4 shows that Rahab had some currency as a byname for Egypt....Egypt ever the trouble-maker, full of promises but in the event the DoNothing.” (P. 247)
Watts comments that “Rahab was the name of the mythical monster that ruled
chaos (compare Psalm 89:11Heb / 10Eng ,
You, You crushed Rahab, like a pierced / dead body;
with Your arm’s strength, You scattered Your enemies.)
Egypt is called Rahab in Psalm 87:4, where she stands beside Babylon.
I will remember / mention Rahab / Egypt and Babylon to / as those knowing Me;
look–Philistia and Tyre, with Ethiopia / Cush-these were born there!
(Meaning, born in Zion! C. John Collins entitles verses 4-6 “Zion, the Mother
City of All Manner of People.” He comments that this second section of the
Psalm is “startling: one expects a reference to those who know Me, but the list
is composed of Gentile nations: Rahab (a nickname for Egypt, compare Isaiah
30:7.” ESV Study Bible, p. 1047)
But here Egypt is called by the monster’s name only to be doomed to inactivity.
Yahweh’s word makes her a harmless monster, a dragon who breathes fire and roars,
(continued...)
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(...continued)
but is in fact innocuous. Psalm 89:11Heb / 10Eng tells of Yahweh’s victory over Rahab at
creation. She is His opponent now in appearance only.” (P. 396)
47

Alexander states that “the construction [of the sentence] is perplexed by the

taz

~he,Þ

use, first of the feminine singular (
, ‘this’), and then of the masculine plural (
‘they,’ ‘these’), both in reference to one subject. The common solution is that the
former has respect to the country, and the latter to the people.” (P. 475)
48

tb,v'( ~heÞ

For this last phrase of verse 7,
, hem shabheth, Slotki has
“(Arrogancy) that sitteth still.” He comments that this is “alluding to Egypt’s false
pretense to be able to render help.” By “sitteth still” is meant “doing nothing while its
dupes are destroyed one by one.” (P. 141)
Watts comments that this phrase “seems to be the plural pronoun ‘they’ and a
pausal form of a seldom used noun ‘a sitting still’...The phrase is strange and has
naturally led to many attempts at emendation...The best possibility in context would be

tbv to be from [the verb ‘to rest’ and mean] ‘resting’ or an infinitive construct from
bvy ‘sitting down.’” (P. 393)
for

Oswalt comments that “Rahab who sits still presents a striking dissonance in
ideas. On the one hand, Rahab is the sea m onster of popular legend. She is the
ancient chaotic Matter against Whom the Gods struggled for survival, only subduing her
by dint of the last bit of effort. The Hebrews used that legend [see “The Creation Epic”
in Pritchard’s Ancient Near Eastern Texts, pp. 60-72, with its depiction of Marduk’s
killing Tiamat, another name for the Monster of Chaos] as literary allusion when they
spoke of God overcoming Egypt to set them free [see Oswalt’s article, ‘The Myth of the
Dragon and Old Testament Faith’ in Evangelical Quarterly 49, 1977, pp. 163-72]...
“So is that who Egypt is? Some ancient Rahab with all the destructive powers of
chaos at her command? Hardly. She is more like a fat old grandmother sitting sleepily
in the sun. Why go to all that effort to buy her help?” (P. 548)
Translations of the phrase vary, from “Their strength is to sit still” (King James)
to “They are a threat that has ceased” (Tanakh) to “Rahab who sits still” (New Revised
Standard) to “Rahab the Do-Nothing” (New International) to “Rahab-the-collapsed”
(New Jerusalem).
49

Oswalt entitles 30:8-18 “You would not.”

He comments that “In these verses the prophet turns from talking about the
reliance upon Egypt (verses 1-7) to the attitudes which prompted that alliance.
(continued...)
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Fundamentally it is a refusal to trust God (verse 15), which is in fact what [chapters 739] are about. And having decided that Egypt is to be trusted more than God, they do
not wish to hear anything which would call their choice into question...
“But Isaiah says that if they will not hear the truth from his lips, then they will hear
it from history. They can construct a false model of reality for only a limited time. Then
reality will smash their model. They have refused to wait for the Lord’s help and have
rushed off to help themselves. So the Lord must wait for them, as He did for Jacob,
until circumstances will have reduced them to helplessness. But the good news is that
He waits to be gracious (verse 18)...
“It seems so strange that only after we break ourselves on the results of our
pride that we are able to see Him where He has been all along, offering His grace to us.
But the truth remains–if we will not wait for Him, then He will wait until our
circumstances force us to turn to Him.” (P. 550)
Motyer entitles verses 8-17 “Coming events: the refusal of the word, the way of
death.”
He comments that in this section “Isaiah is commanded to make a written record
(verse 8), and the command is backed up by two parallel explanations (verses 9-14
and verses 15-17).” (P. 247)
Kaiser entitles verses 8-17 “The Great Alternative.”
He comments that “The question which faces the commentator is whether in this
passage we really hear the voice of Isaiah, looking back with great revulsion at the end
of his activity in the year 701 B.C.E., gathering his sayings together and publishing
them with this postscript, or whether what we have is a piece of prophetic theology
which was looking back upon the year 587 B.C.E. and interpreting it as a fulfilment of
the words of Isaiah?” (P. 293)
And we wonder, did the ancient prophets, near the close of their lives, gather
their sayings together and “publish them”? Isn’t that language completely anachronistic
for the 8th century B.C.E.? We can imagine Isaiah gathering together his sayings, and
putting them all together on one long scroll, but “publishing them”? We can imagine
Isaiah’s disciples copying those sayings, or that long scroll, and making them available
to others–but there were no copying machines, no publishing houses, no printing
presses. What do you think?
Watts comments on verses 8-9: “Yahweh calls for His accusation against the
people to be written down for a later day. In a sense, this is exactly what the [Book of
Isaiah] does. It bears witness to Israel’s and Jerusalem’s unwillingness to heed
Yahweh’s instruction.” (P. 396)
(continued...)
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Slotki comments on verse 8 that “The prophet is directed to record the Divine
message so that it may serve as a testimony for the future. The record probably
contained the numerous warnings against the Egyptian alliance.” (P. 141)
Alexander translates verse 8: “And now go, write it with them on a tablet and
inscribe it in a book, and let it be for a future day, for ever, to eternity .
“This, like the similar precaution in Isaiah 8:1, was intended to verify the fact of
the prediction after the event [that is, after the prediction was fulfilled, the tablet /
writing, dated long before the event, could be used to prove the event had been
foretold]...

~T'Þai, )ittam, ‘with / to them’ seems to include the ideas of before them and
among them [but ta, means either ‘with’ or is the sign of the direct object, and we see
no indication of ‘before’]...
“Most interpreters suppose two distinct inscriptions to be here required, one on a
solid tablet for public exhibition, and the other on parchment or the like for preservation.
But Gesenius more naturally understands the word
sepher, ‘writing,’ ‘scroll’ as equivalents.” (P. 475)

x:Wl±, luach, ‘tablet’ and rp,seä,

~T'Þai

Oswalt notes that “The meaning of
, )ittam, ‘with them,’ perhaps is ‘in their
presence.’ So this generation is a witness to the witness against them.” (P. 548)
Motyer states that “Tablet and scroll suggest, respectively, a public and a private
record (compare Isaiah 8:1, 16). It is possible that what Isaiah recorded in this way is
the material in verses 9-17...Alternatively, verses 6-7 may have been the public
placard and Isaiah recorded privately all his ministry touching the Egyptian alliance
(chapters 28-37)...Isaiah realized that his ministry was significant beyond his own times
and that its immediate relevance did not exhaust its meaning.” (P. 247)

HQ"+xu

Kaiser states that “The Hebrew word
, chuqqah [the verb is qal imperative
masculine singular, with the 3rd person feminine singular suffix, ‘inscribe it!’], translated
as ‘inscribe,’ merely means the engraving, incising, scratching or carving of an
inscription into hard material such as stone and metal. And the word
translated as ‘book,’ can also mean an inscription.” (Pp. 293-94)

rp,seä

rp,seä, sepher,

We think the translation of
by “book” is anachronistic, and that there was
no such thing as our modern “book” in the time of Isaiah (or for that matter, in the time
of Jesus). There were tablets and scrolls, sometimes very long scrolls, with numerous
(continued...)
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Now come–write it upon a tablet with / to50 them,
and upon a scroll inscribe it. 51

49

(...continued)
pieces of papyrus / paper or animal hides sewn together–but not until the 3 rd and 4th
centuries C.E. did the “codex” or our modern “book” come into being. The codex, or
“book” was no longer a continuous roll, but a collection of sheets attached at the back.
It became possible to access a precise point in the text directly. The codex is equally
easy to rest on a table, which permits the reader to take notes while he or she is
reading. But such “books” did not exist in the time of Isaiah.
50

ta

The Hebrew word
has two meanings. The first is that it serves as the sign
of the direct object; the second is that it serves as a preposition, meaning “with.” Here,
it can be either, but we take it in the first sense, meaning “to them,” i.e., “write the tablet
to them.”
51

Slotki explains the combination of “tablet” and “book”: “The former may have
contained the headings or a summary, the latter the full message.” (P. 141)
Oswalt comments that “The exact contents of what Isaiah was to write is a
matter for debate. Some...conclude that only the name Rahab from verse 7 was
intended, it being chiseled in stone in a public place. [Others] believe the major parts of
the diatribe [a forceful and bitter verbal attack] against Egypt in chapters 28-32 were to
be written, probably in a scroll...
“The purpose of the writing is of great importance to the interpretation. The
written material was to stand as an eternal witness about days to come. Thus, as
indicated by Isaiah 8:16,
Bind up a testimony;
seal torah / teaching among my students.
Its chief value was not for the present deafened, hardened generation, but for
generations yet to be born. They would see the record of God’s promises, both of
disaster and blessing, see how those were realized, and believe. This interpretation
argues that a rather complete record would be needed so that future readers could
understand the meaning of the witness...
(continued...)
25

And it will be for a later day,
for the until, until long-lasting time!52
51

(...continued)
“These references (here as well as 6:9-13 and 8:16) perhaps give a basis for
answering the question, ‘Why would a prophet of the 8th century address people living in
the 6th?’ He was not writing for his own generation, he was writing for the future so that
the follies of his own time would not be fatal for the nation.” (P. 551)
What do you think? Do you agree with Oswalt?

~l'(A[-d[; d[;Þl,' literally “for / to the until, until longlasting-time.” Oswalt changes the pointing from d[;Þl' to d[el', “for the witness.” The
Aramaic Targum translates the same way. Watts notes that “Since a second d[;
52

Our Hebrew text has

follows, it makes no sense...The Latin Vulgate (in testimonium, ‘in witness’; [some
Greek manuscripts]...’for a witness.’ They all suggest reading
(P. 393)

d[el', “for the witness.”

Translations of the last two lines in verse 8 vary:
King James, “that it may be for the time to come for ever and ever:...”
Tanakh, “That it may be with them for future days, A witness forever.”
New Revised Standard, “so that it may be for the time to come as a witness forever.”
New International, “that for the days to come it may be an everlasting witness.”
New Jerusalem, “so that it may serve for time to come for ever and for ever.”
Rahlfs, o[ti e;stai eivj h`me,raj kairw/n tau/ta kai. e[wj eivj to.n aivw/na, “because it will
be for days of these times / seasons, and until in the ages.”

d[; d[e (a

Alexander observes that “Some of the ancient versions exchange
for
testimony for ever), which is adopted by several interpreters on the authority of
Deuteronomy 31:19, 21, 26, where the same combination occurs.” (P. 475)
19

And now, you people write for yourselves this song,
and you (singular) teach it to Israel’s children;
place it in their mouth,
so that this song will be for Me
for a witness [

21

d[eÞl]. against Israel’s children.

And it will happen, when many evils and distresses find him,

d[eêl.

this song will answer before him for a witness [
]
that will not be forgotten by / from his descendant(s) mouth.
Because I knew his inclination,
(continued...)
26
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Because it is a rebellious people,
lying children,54
52

26

(...continued)
which he is making today,
before I will bring him into the land which I swore.
Take this scroll of the torah / teaching,
and place it beside (the) chest of YHWH your God’s covenant;
and it will be there for a witness [

d[e(l]. against you!

53

Motyer entitles verses 9-14 “The first explanation.” He states that “These
verses are a general statement of refusal of God’s word (verses 9-10d), its
replacement by a humanly contrived acceptable message (verses 10e-11b) and the
rejection of the Lord as the Holy One (verse 11cd).” (P. 248)
Slotki comments on verses 9-11 that they give “the reason why a written record
is necessary.” (P. 141)
Oswalt states that the reason was “the people refused to hear what the prophet
was saying to them.” (P. 551)
Alexander translates / comments on verse 9: “For a people of rebellion (a
rebellious people) is it, lying (or denying) children, children (who) are not willing to learn
the law of Jehovah.”
Motyer states concerning verse 9 that ”Hearing is unacceptable to them, no
matter what the Lord might say.” (P. 248)
54

Oswalt states that “false sons carries with it implications which are difficult to
convey in the translation. The versions are unanimous in translating ‘lying.’ While this

~yvi_x'K,

is a technically correct translation of
, kechashiym, [‘liers’], it is not so much
that the sons tell lies as that they are lies. They are untrue to what a son should be,
which is respectful and obedient. So it could also be said that they are ‘disappointing
sons’...
“Joseph Jensen points out the many allusions to the wisdom teachings here
(The Use of Torah by Isaiah, pp. 113-20). The reference to sons (Proverbs 2:1, etc.)
(continued...)
27

children not willing to hear YHWH’s teaching;55
30:1056
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54

(...continued)
is one of those allusions.” (Pp. 551-52)
55

Slotki comments that the things said about Israel in this verse have to do with
their being “disappointing children,” “children of God who failed to fulfil His (God’s)
expectations of them.” (P. 141)
Oswalt comments that “this is a rebellious people is a remarkable statement in
the context of the ancient Near East. Every other people caused its victories and its
triumphs to be recorded. If we know anything untoward about a people, it has had to
be pieced together from other sources, certainly not from their own national literature.”
(P. 551)
Yes! In a truly amazing way, Israel’s national literature depicts the nation’s, and
its leaders’, and its people’s faults and failures in unrelenting detail–in a way that has no
comparison that we know of in the literature of the ancient Near East!
Kaiser entitles verses 9-11 “The rejection of the prophet’s message.”
He comments that “Anyone who denies that the seer has seen his visions and
reproduces their content is attacking the seer not only as a person, but above all as the
instrument of God...
“In the past the people have not really been interested in what Yahweh had
wanted to reveal to them, but preferred to listen to what pleased and flattered them...As
a result they tempted the prophets to deny the commission given to them by Yahweh in
favor of human wishes, and to depart from the path which Yahweh had shown them...
“The people of Judah had always [watch out for the ‘all-fallacy’!] made it clear
that they did not want to hear or know anything about the God Who is above the whole
world, Whose power is nevertheless at work throughout the world and Who destroys
impure and unholy [people] when He encounters them, the Holy One of Israel.” (P.
295)
56

Watts comments on verses 10-11: “They tried to still the voices of the
prophets so that the will of God could not be presented. Even in Jesus’ day he could
[be depicted as saying]: ‘O Jerusalem, you who kill the prophets’ (Matthew 23:27).” (P.
396)
Alexander translates verse 10: “Who say to the seers, Ye shall not see, and to
the viewers, ye shall not view for us right things; speak unto us smooth things, view
deceits.”
(continued...)
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who said to the seers, 57 Do not see!58

56

(...continued)
He comments that “There is great difficulty in translating this verse literally, as
the two Hebrew verbs, meaning to see, have no equivalents in English, which of
themselves suggest the idea of prophetic revelation...In [Alexander’s translation], view
is introduced merely as a synonym of see, both being here used to express
supernatural or prophetic vision...The safest, because the most exact construction is
Luther’s, which adheres to the strict sense of the future (ye shall not see). This is of
course not given as the actual language of the people, but as the tendency and spirit of
their acts.” (P. 476)
Oswalt agrees, stating that “It is generally agreed that the words quoted here are
not the actual words of the people, but as in Isaiah 29:15, they represent their true
feelings...The universal experience of the biblical prophets [the ‘true’ ones] was to
speak words which were full of demand for renunciation and commitment and to be
rejected for their harshness, while others [the ‘false’ ones] were all too willing to receive
privilege and honor for saying what people wanted to hear.” (P. 552)

‘~yairol'(, laro)iym, “to the seers,” is the only place in the Hebrew
Bible where the plural noun ‘~yair,o( ro)iym, with or without the definite article occurs.
The singular ha,r,o ro)eh, “seer,” occurs in some eleven passages in the Hebrew
Bible, always with the definite article, ha,roh', haro)eh, “the seer.” The meaning of this
57

The phrase

noun can be clearly established by study of its occurrences in 1 Samuel 9:9-11 and
9:18-19:
9

10

11

Formerly in Israel, the man / person going to seek God spoke in this way:
Come, and we will go to the seer.
Because to the prophet today
it was called / said formerly the seer.
And Saul said to his young man, Your word is good.
Come, we will go!
And they went to the city where a man of the God was.
They were going up by an ascent of the city,
and they found / met young women going forth to draw water.
And they said to them, Is the seer in this (city)?
(continued...)
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And to the visionaries,59 Do not give visions of upright things60 for us!61
57

(...continued)
And Saul came near to Samuel in (the) midst of the gate,
and he said, Tell me, please,
Where (is) this house of the seer?
19
And Samuel answered Saul, and he said,
I (am) the seer.
Come up before me to the hill,
and you will eat with me today.
And I will send you forth in the morning–
and all that (is) in your heart I will tell to you.
18

58

That is, Don’t do the work YHWH has called you to do! See this same
prohibition being given to the visionaries in the next line.
59

Here, instead of “seers” (see footnote 22), the phrase is

welachoziym, “and to the seers,” the singular of which is
synonym for

~yzIëxol;äw>,

hz<xo, chozeh, “seer,” a

ha,r,o ro)eh, “seer.”

For its usage in the Hebrew Bible, see Isaiah 47:13; Ezekiel 12:27; 13:9, 17;
22:28. Also see the article on this word in Theological Dictionary of the Old
Testament IV, pp. 280-90, by A. Jepsen.

hzx

Jepsen insists that the root
, chazah, is “an Aramaic loan-word...the usual
word for ‘see’ in the various dialects of Aramaic. It has a wide range of meanings,
referring both to the natural vision of the eyes and to supernatural visions of various

har

kinds...[The root]
, ra)ah occupies an analogous position; it, too, is used for vision
in general as well as for unusual experiences, as, for instance, at the beginning of
Isaiah’s vision...If Hebrew could use

har, ra)ah for all kinds of sight and vision, the

hzx

word
, chazah appearing alongside it must be considered an Aramaic loan-word.
The question is then: what led to the introduction of this loan-word and with what
meaning was it used?” (Pp. 280-82)
Jepsen’s answer to this question is summed up by the statement that
chazah was “a technical term for a Nabi’s [prophet’s] revelation.” (P. 283)

hzx,

Following a review of all the passages where this root word occurs in the

har, ra)ah has a
wide range of meanings, beginning with the natural sight of the eyes, the usage of hzx,
Hebrew Bible, Jepsen sums up by stating that “While the Hebrew

chazah, a borrowing from the Aramaic, is sharply restricted. Its primary meaning is a
(continued...)
30

Speak smooth things62 to us--

59

(...continued)
form of revelation...consisting in nocturnal perception of a Divine voice during a deep
sleep. This type of revelation was adopted by the nabis [prophets] of Israel and was
looked upon well into the late period as a characteristic of the prophets, with the result

hzx

that even the words of the literary prophets were traced back to an instance of
,
chazah...The verb was also used in the sense of perceiving God and His works...

hzx

“It is more important to note that
, chazah, etc. refers to a special type of
Divine revelation, probably during the night but distinct from a dream. In any case, it is
assumed that the God of Israel makes use of this method to reveal His word...Above
all, the word of God was revealed to the nabis [prophets] through
[‘vision’]...

!Azx', chazon

hzx

“But
, chazah also shares in the crisis of the nabis [prophets]. When their
function becomes involved in specific political developments, they are exposed to the

!Azx'

danger that they will claim a
, chazon [‘vision’] in support of a Divine word in line
with the hopes of the populace and thus declare ‘the imagination of their own heart,’
i.e., a ‘lie.’
“But this very criticism of the nabis [prophets] in the period from Isaiah to Ezekiel

hzx

makes it clear that
, chazah and its derivatives should actually be reserved for a
genuine encounter with God and His word: speak, Lord, for Your servant hears.” (P.
290)
Yes, but while it is true that there was criticism of the “visionaries / seers”–it is
also the case that the opening line of Isaiah’s work is

#Amêa'-!b, Why"å[.v;(y> ‘!Azx]

hz"ëx' rv,äa], “Vision of Isaiah, son of Amots, which he envisioned / saw” (Isaiah 1:1a).
And so, if the literary prophets are oftentimes critical of the “seers,” they are being
critical of one of their own, for not being true to his / her calling!
60

The feminine plural adjective

tAx+kon>, nekhochoth means “upright things,”

tAqêl'x]

“true things,” the opposite of
, chalaqoth, “smooth things,” “flattering things.”
That is, Don’t tells us your visions about having to live uprightly and by truth–instead,
speak to us things that will flatter us, things we can easily understand and live by.
61

Again (see footnote 58) the visionaries are being asked to quit doing what they
were called by YHWH to do!

31

envision deceptions! 63

62

Alexander comments that “smooth things or words is a common figurative term
for flatteries. Luther’s expresssive version is preach soft to us.” (P. 476
63

The Greek translation of verse 10 reverses the order of the Hebrew text: oi`

le,gontej toi/j profh,taij mh. avnagge,llete h`mi/n kai. toi/j ta. o`ra,mata o`rw/sin mh.
lalei/te h`mi/n avlla. h`mi/n lalei/te kai. avnagge,llete h`mi/n e`te,ran pla,nhsin, “the
ones saying to the prophets, Do not declare to us; and to the ones that see the v isions,
Do not speak to us! But rather speak to us and declare to us another g oing astray!”
Where our Hebrew text has as the last word in verse 10

tAL)t;h]m;,

twltm

mahathalloth, “deceptions,” 1QIs a has
, mathloth, a word found nowhere else
in the Hebrew Bible, probably a scribal mistake.
Slotki comments that the things mentioned in verse 10 are “Isaiah’s description
of the kind of messages which the people wanted from him.” (P. 141)
Motyer likewise states concerning verses 10-11 that “Most of this they would not,
of course, have said in the words here attributed to them. People do not openly request
to be told what is wrong and illusory. Isaiah is putting their attitudes into words,
verbalizing the implications of their actions and reactions...They did not want a
supernatural message (verse 10ab), nor a message of moral demand (verse 10cd),
but a ministry that left the surface of life unruffled (pleasant / ‘smooth’), a ministry of
trifles...They did not want holiness, in a life that follows ‘the way...the path’ (verse
11ab); and certainly not the holiness of God Himself (verse 11cd)...They did not ask
that preaching should cease but only that it be innocuous, void of moral imperatives
and without the backing of the ultimate moral absolute of the nature of God.” (P. 248)
Oswalt comments that “Having made up their minds as to the course of action
they intended to take, the people were no longer interested in hearing counsel which
did not confirm their decision...But Isaiah insists that what they are actually trying to get
him to do is to lead them astray. When they tell him to alter his message, they are
asking him to confirm them and to take them farther away from the Holy One...
Their eyes were blind to the vision which Isaiah had seen and had spent his lif e
trying to convey...And since they could not see it, they wished Isaiah would stop seeing
(verse 10) too, so that he could speak of smooth, affirming things and not of a God
Whose splendor demanded impossible things of them. Just as had been predicted at
his call, Isaiah’s message had had the effect of blinding and deafening his people
because they refused to hear or see what contradicted their wishes (Isaiah 6:9-10).”
(Pp. 552-53)

32
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%r<d<ê-yNEmi WrWs…
xr:ao+-yNEmi WJßh;

WnynEßP'mi WtyBiîv.h;
`lae(r"f.yI vAdïq.-ta,
Turn aside65 from66 (the) way!
Incline from (the) path!
Cause to cease / remove from our faces
(the) Set-apart One of Israel!67
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laeêr"f.yI vAdåq. ‘rm;a' hKoÜ !keªl'
64

Alexander translates verse 11: “Depart from the way, swerve from the path,
cause to cease from before us the Holy One of Israel.”
He comments that “Cause to cease from before us, i.e. remove from our sight. It
was a common opinion with the older writers [before mid 19th century], that this clause
alludes to Isaiah’s frequent repetition of the name Holy One of Israel, and contains a
request that they might hear it no more. But the modern interpreters appear to be
agreed that the allusion is not to the name but to the Person.” (P. 476)
65

Where our Hebrew text has the qal imperative masculine plural

aside!”, 1QIsa has the qal imperfect, 2nd person masculine plural
aside.”
66

WrWs…, “turn

wrwst, “you will turn

yNEmi, minney, is an unusual spelling for the normal !mi,
Oswalt notes that it “is apparently an unusual poetic form of !mi, usually

The preposition here,

min, “from.”
minni.” (P. 548) Sometimes students of Hebrew mistakenly translate this by “from
me.”
67

Slotki comments on verse 11 that it means “stop preaching to us words which
are unpalatable...We do not want to hear communications which you bring to us in the
name of the Holy One of Israel.” (Pp. 141-42)
68

Slotki comments on verses 12-14 that they contain “God’s retort in a series of
metaphors picturing the complete ruin of the State.” (P. 142)
Oswalt states that Isaiah, “instead of subsiding...asserts his prophecy with all the
force of imagery at his command.” (P. 553)
(continued...)
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hZ<+h; rb'äD"B; ~k,Þs.a'm'( ![;y:ï
zAlên"w> qv,[oåB. ‘Wxj.b.Tiw:)
`wyl'([' Wnà[]V'Ti(w:
Therefore in this way Set-apart One of Israel spoke:69
On account of your (plural) rejecting this word,70
and you trusted in oppression and crookedness / craftiness,71

68

(...continued)
Kaiser entitles verses 12-14 “The consequences of the rejection of the
message.”
He comments that in verse 12 “Yahweh Himself speaks, accusing and passing
judgment upon His people...’This word’...seems to refer to the instruction of Yahweh
mentioned in verse 9. But in substance, it seems, like verse 15, to sum up the whole
message of the pre-exilic prophets.” (P. 295)
Alexander translates / comments on verse 12: “Therefore thus saith the Holy
One of Israel, Because of your rejecting (or despising) this word, and (because) ye
have trusted in oppression and perverseness, and have relied thereon ...The word here
mentioned is no doubt the law of verse 9, both being common epithets of revelation
generally, and of particular Divine communications.” (Pp. 476-77)
69

The phrase “in this way Set-apart One of Israel spoke” is omitted by some
Greek manuscripts.
70

Slotki comments that by “this word” is meant “the warnings against alliance with
Egypt.” (P. 142)
Oswalt says it is “the ‘instruction’ of the Lord (through Isaiah) that was rejected in
verses 9, 10, and 11.” (P. 553)
71

Where our Hebrew text has

perversity,” 1QIsa has

zwl[tw

zAlên"w>, wenaloz, “and crookedness / craftiness /

, weta(aloz, “and you (singular) will rejoice.”

Slotki comments that some take “oppression” to mean “the exactions from the
people to finance the pro-Egyptian policy,” and that “perverseness” (our “crookedness /
craftiness”) is literally “that which is turned aside.” (P. 142)
Oswalt states that “oppression and crookedness are somewhat ambiguous in
their reference. On the surface they would seem to refer to social injustice. But that
(continued...)
34

and you leaned upon it-- 72
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(...continued)
meaning seems out of place in this passage, which addresses political misdealing...If
the Masoretic Text is correct, the intent may be to condemn the style of leadership that
has resulted in these bad decisions, one which has relied upon the politics of coercion
and deception.” (P. 553)
72

The last three lines of verse 12 are given varying translations:

King James, “Because ye despise this word, and trust in oppression and
perverseness, and stay thereon:”
Tanakh, “Because you have rejected this word, And have put your trust and reliance In
that which is fraudulent and tortuous –“
New Revised Standard, “Because you reject this word, and put your trust in
oppression and deceit, and rely on them;”
New International, “Because you have rejected this message, relied on oppression
and depended on deceit,”
New Jerusalem, “Since you have rejected this word and put your trust in fraud and
disloyalty and rely on these,”
Rahlfs, o[ti hvpeiqh,sate toi/j lo,goij tou,toij kai. hvlpi,sate evpi. yeu,dei kai. o[ti
evgo,ggusaj kai. pepoiqw.j evge,nou evpi. tw/| lo,gw| tou,tw|, “Because you (plural)
disobeyed these words; and you hoped in / upon a lie; and because you
grumbled / murmured, and your became persuaded in this word.”
73

Motyer says verses 13-14 contain two illustrations. “First, a wall collapsing
under its own weight and secondly, a pot smashed by external force.” (P. 248)
Watts states that in these two verses “The judgment curse is pronounced in a
metaphor of a high masonry wall which has begun to bulge in the middle. This guilt will
be like that wall. When it collapses, as collapse it must, it will leave behind nothing
large enough to be useful.” (P. 396)
Alexander translates / comments on verse 13: “Therefore shall this iniquity be to
you like a breach falling (or ready to fall) swelling out in a high wall, whose breaking
may come suddenly, at (any) instant...
“The image is that of a wall which is rent or cracked, and, as Gill says, bellies out
and bulges....That the figures were intended to express the idea of sudden destruction,
there is and can be no diversity of judgment...The idea of a gradual yet sudden
catastrophe...is admirably suited to the context...The idea of a downfall springing from
internal causes is more appropriate in this connection, than that of mere external
violence, however overwhelming.” (P. 477)
35

`Hr")b.vi aAbïy" [t;p,Þl. ~aoït.Pi-rv,a]
Therefore this iniquity / guilt will be yours (plural):74
like a falling breach, swollen in a high wall;
which, its breach will come suddenly, quickly.75
30:1476
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Oswalt states that “The refusal to be instructed by God brings a person into
estrangement from Him, and that estrangement...must be corrected at once if disaster
is not to occur.” (P. 554)
75

Slotki states that the Hebrew for verse 13 is literally “as a rent on the point of
falling bulges in a high wall”; “as a crack widens until the wall collapses.” (P. 142)
Motyer states that “Like a high wall, cracked and bulging is (literally) ‘like a crack
running down, bulging out, in a high wall.” (P. 249)
Oswalt notes that “The idea of a break in a wall falling...is difficult for some to
visualize. So Skinner suggests a crack which starts at the top of the wall and descends
...However, this may be overly literalistic. The idea of a bulge falling is not difficult, and
‘bulge’ and ‘break’ seem to be treated synonymously here. Thus the sense is that a
bulge appears high on the wall, eventually breaks open, and the ‘break’–the broken
portion of the bulge–falls to the ground.” (P. 549)
He adds that “the interval from the first cracks until the actual collapse may be a
long time, but when the collapse comes it is terribly sudden and irreversible. So it will
be with this refusal to rely on God. Years may pass, but one day the Assyrians will
stand at the door with all Judah in ruins behind them.” (P. 554)
76

Alexander translates / comments on verse 14: “And it (the wall) is broken like
the breaking of a potter’s vessel (any utensil of earthenware), broken unsparingly (or
without mercy), so that there is not found in its fracture (or among its fragments) a shard
to take up fire from a hearth, and to skim (or dip up) water from a pool.
“When the wall collapses it will be shattered as suddenly and completely as a jug
dropped on a rock. One minute the jug was whole and the next minute it is only pieces
...The only prevention for such sudden destruction is to listen to the word of God and to
gaze upon the Holy One, no matter how that conflicts with our preconceived notions for
our security.” (P. 554)
Oswalt, thanks to Dahood, reminds us of Proverbs 25:22, where it is said that if
you give food and drink to your hungry, thirsty enemy, you will “heap coals of fire upon
his head.” Perhaps the broken piece of pottery would serve for scooping up the hot
coals out of the fireplace!
36

lmo+x.y: al{å tWtßK'
dWqêY"mi ‘vae tATïx.l; fr<x,ê ‘AtT'kim.bi aceÛM'yI-al{)w>
`ab,G<)mi ~yIm:ß @f{ïx.l;w>
And its breach like (the) breaking of a pitcher of potters-crushed–it will not be spared.
And there will not be found among its fragments a sherd to take up fire from a fire-place,
and to strip off / dip water from a pool / cistern. 77
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Slotki comments on verse 14 that it means “‘Like the breaking of a potter’s jar
smashed without remorse.’” Instead of our “fragments,” he has “pieces,” and states that
“Not one of them is sufficiently large to be used for any purpose.” (P. 142)

ab,G<

Oswalt notes that the Hebrew noun
, gebe), said to mean “cistern,” or
“reservoir,” has “aroused interest because a sherd would be useless for getting water
from a cistern, which was typically rather deep and somewhat bell-shaped.” (P. 549)
See on the Internet “Ancient Cisterns–Background Bible Study.” Oswalt is right,
if a public cistern is meant; but many Israelites families had their own private cisterns as
well as immersion pool beneath their homes, which were much smaller and accessible.
78

Oswalt states that in verses 15-18 “Isaiah speaks again of God’s message, the
Judean’s insistence upon their own devices, the disaster which will come of that, and
the necessity which all this places upon God to wait until they are in a position to
receive before He can be gracious to them. Until we are ready to exercise trust, until
we are ready to wait for Him, He must wait for us.” (P. 554)
Motyer entitles verses 15-17 “The second explanation.” He comments that “The
initial ‘For’ of verse 15 introduces a second and parallel explanation of Judah’s sin.
Now we hear the specific message that was rejected (verse 15) and learn of
inescapable judgment falling from outside (verses 16-17d). Two illustrations of total
disaster complete the description (verse 17e-g).” (P 249)
Kaiser entitles verses 15-17 “The decision against Yahweh.”
He comments that here “we learn at last [have we not heard this before?] what
are the concrete alternatives, the way recommended to the people by the prophets and
the way they have chosen instead. The ceremonious title given to God indicates the
seriousness of the words which follow, once again spoken in the person of Yahweh...
(continued...)
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(...continued)
“Whether a statement is truly the word of God cannot be decided by the nature
of the psychological process in which it comes into being in a person’s mind, but by
whether or not it corresponds with the will of God.” (P. 296)
Alexander translates / comments on verse 15: “For thus saith the Lord Jehovah,
the Holy One of Israel, in returning (or conversion) and rest shall ye be saved, in
remaining quiet and in confidence shall be your strength; and ye w ould not (or were not
willing)...
“Sherd is an old English word, now seldom used, meaning a broken piece of
pottery or earthenware, and found more frequently in the compound form of potsherd
...Ewald supposes a particular allusion to the breaking of a poor man’s earthen pitcher,
an idea which had been suggested long before by Gill: as poor people are wont to do,
to take fire from the hearth, and water out of a well in a piece of broken pitcher.” (Pp.
477-78)
Motyer comments on verse 15 that “Isaiah’s recipe for national security had
remained unchanged since the days of Ahaz (Isaiah 7:4, 10-12; compare 28:12)...
“First, there should be repentance / ‘returning,’ the active pathway of coming
back to the Lord...
“Then there is the quietness, the absence of frenzy and restless anxiety that
evidences a true trust...
“There is a realism about this way of life. It brings strength...strength for life’s
battles and challenges. His people were in a military situation but the prophet did not
recommend armaments, only the armament of faith. As G. A. Smith says, ‘Not alliance
but reliance.’” (P. 249)
79

Where our Hebrew text begins verse 15 with
translation has no corresponding word.

yKi,ä kiy, “Because...” the Greek

80

Where our Hebrew text has the phrase “my Lord YHWH,” the Greek translation
(Rahlfs) has simply “my Lord.” The reason for this is that the Greek translators
(continued...)
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In returning81 and rest / quietness you (plural) will be saved / delivered;
in being quiet and in trust82 will be your strength.83
And you were not willing.84
80

(...continued)
uniformly refused to use YHWH, changing it to “my Lord”–and this would have caused
the translation to be “my Lord my Lord.”
81

Slotki’s translation has “in sitting still,” but he notes that “Others render: ‘in
returning,’ from the policy of alliance with Egypt against Assyria.” (P. 142)
Watts notes that “The usual translation sees

hb'ÛWv, shubhah as a noun from

bWv, shubh [to return], ‘returning’...As such it may mean returning from war or from a
war-like diplomacy...Wildberger translates ‘conversion.’ Irwin...follows 1QIs hbyv,
‘sitting,’ from bvy, yashabh [‘to sit’].” (P. 394)
a

82

hx'êj.bib.W ‘jqev.h;B.

Slotki’s translation of
, behashqet ubhbebitchah is “in
quietness and in confidence,” and he notes that this means “in quiet confidence in
God.” (P. 142)

hx'êj.bib.W

xjbw

For this last word,
, ubhebhitchah, “and in trust,” 4QpIs c has
,
ubhetach, “and security.” For an English translation of this Isaiah pesher scroll from
Qumran, see The Dead Sea Scrolls Translated, by Florentino Garcia Martinez, pp.
185-91. A number of passages from Isaiah are quoted, but little real commentary /
pesher is given.
83

Oswalt comments that “In returning and rest is God’s prescription for their
situation...This is the same message which Moses had given to the Hebrew people
(Exodus 4:13) and Isaiah had given to Ahaz (Isaiah 7:3-9).” (P. 555)
“Why will judgment come with suddenness? Because the Hebrew people have
preferred flying off on horses to resting in God’s care. The Holy One had extended His
arms to them with a gentle word of strength (Isaiah 28:12), but they refused.” (P. 554)
84

~t,(ybia] al{ßw>

Where our Hebrew has
, “and you (plural) were not willing,” the
Greek translation (Rahlfs) has kai. ouvk hvbou,lesqe avkou,ein, “and you did not wish to
hear.” Watts comments that “The point here is not ‘hearing’ but ‘turning.’” (P. 394)
Watts comments on verse 15 that “The judgment is supported by a repetition of
God’s word and plan. He had called for retreat and quiet patience, for heroic restraint
and waiting. But the activists in the palace could not wait. They saw in the crumbling
(continued...)
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84

(...continued)
decadence of Assyria’s imperial power an unparalleled opportunity, especially since
Egypt was prepared to encourage them...
“But their plans were shortsighted, fixed on the immediate goal of relative
autonomy for a brief generation (Josiah’s reign, 640-609 B.C.E.). That slight glory
would be bought with the price of Jerusalem’s complete destruction by the Babylonians
in 598 and 587 B.C.E.” (Pp. 397-97)
85

Alexander translates verse 16: “And ye said, No, for we will flee upon horses;
therefore shall ye flee; and upon the swift will we ride; therefore shall your pursuers be

sWn

swift...The Hebrew verb
, nus, in every other case [occurrence] means to flee, and
the hope here ascribed to the people is not sim ply that of going swiftly, but of escaping

lq;

ll;q'

from the dangers threatened. In
, qal, [light, swift, fleet] and
, qalal, [be
slight, swift, trifling], the primary sense of lightness is very often merged into that of
rapid motion.” (P. 478)
86

Slotki comments “‘we will flee upon horses’ against the invaders.” (P. 143)
Surely this is a mistake. You do not “flee” against invaders! You “counter-attack”

sWn

against invaders! We assume that the Hebrew verb
, nus, must also mean
something like “fly against,” as Brown-Driver-Briggs notes concerning this text.
87

sWn

Here again the verb
, nus, occurs; this time with the meaning “flee,” and as
Slotki notes, it means flee “away from the enemy, run away from the field of battle in
defeat.” (P. 143) Here the verb has the opposite meaning from its usage in the
preceding line.
88

Watts notes that “This may mean in horse-drawn carts or chariots.” (P. 394)

(continued...)
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for this reason your pursuers will be swift(er)!89

88

(...continued)
We say, it means they will escape by the fastest means of transportation
available.
89

Motyer comments on verse 16 that “Their refusal of the way of faith committed
them to militarism, and they would experience the truth of Matthew 26:52b,
For all those who take up a sword,
by a sword will perish.

sWn

Isaiah makes use of the two sides of
, nus, ‘to move swiftly’ (we will flee) and ‘to
flee in the face of the enemy’ (you will flee!).” (P. 249)

sWn

We find no place in the Hebrew Bible where
, nus, means anything other
than “flee,” unless it is this passage, Isaiah 30:16. See the article on this Hebrew root
by Reindl in Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament IX, pp. 286-93. Reindl
holds that Isaiah 30:16 “is a special case.” (P. 290)
Watts comments on verse 16: “The activists refused Yahweh’s call to patience
and acquiescence. So they tried to flee (presumably to Egypt). But their pursuers were
faster.” (P. 397)
Oswalt comments that the response of the Jewish people to God’s offer “would
be incredible if it were not of such a common sort. God offers Himself and they choose
horses (compare also Isaiah 31:1)! Horses no longer had the revolutionary military
significance which they had had when first introduced during the Middle Bronze Age,
but they were still the ‘glamour’ weapons of the armies. Cavalry and chariotry had the
same appeal as armor and air forces do today...
“It was for these kinds of reasons that the Israelites were forbidden to use horses
in their battles, a prohibition Solomon first broke (Deuteronomy 17:16 [no mention of
Solomon]; Joshua 11:6, 9 [the Canaanites in northern Israel had horses and chariots];
2 Samuel 8:4 [Hadadezer, king of Zobah had horses and chariots in his battle with
David]; 1 Kings 10:28-29 [Solomon had 1400 chariots and 12,000 horsem en]; 2 Kings
18:24 [Rabshakeh tells Hezekiah’s officials that he knows they are depending on
horses and chariots from Egypt]). On the strength of a horse, compare Job 39:19-25;
Psalm 147:10. On trusting in horses see Psalm 20:8Heb / 7Eng; 33:17.” (P. 555)
And what shall we believers in the God of Israel, Who spoke through His prophet
Isaiah, say concerning America’s trust in its armed might, in its superior weapons on the
land, on the sea, and in the air? Is this the sam e old idolatry being warned against here
in Isaiah?
(continued...)
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(...continued)
Of course, Israel had its warrior-king David, who is renowned for his songs
expressing his faith in YHWH, and his son Solomon who long before the time of Isaiah
advocated arming Israel with horses and chariots. The question is, can America invest
so much of its wealth in armed might, resulting in our having the strongest military on
earth, and still claim “in God we trust,” and honestly live by that trust? Are we living by
trust in God, or by trust in military power?
90

Alexander translates / comments on verse 17: “One thousand from before the
rebuke (or menace) of one, from before the rebuke of five shall ye flee, until ye are left
like a mast (or pole) on the top of the mountain, and like the signal of the hill.” (P. 478)
Compare: Leviticus 26:8,
And five of you shall chase a hundred;
and a hundred of you will chase ten thousand;
and your enemies shall fall before you to the sword.
Deuteronomy 32:30,
How one would pursue a thousand!
And two would run after ten thousand!
If not, that their Rock sold them-And YHWH delivered them up (to an enemy)!
Motyer states that “The promise of Leviticus 26:8 is reversed and the threat of
Deuteronomy 32:30 realized.” (P. 249)
Watts comments that “After all their bravado, they broke and ran before the first
show of authority appeared. Thus they became a hollow and lonely symbol without
meaning or following.” (P. 397)

42

One thousand from before a rebuke of one,91
from before a rebuke of five you (plural) shall flee,92
until you are left remaining
like the mast / beacon upon the mountain top,
and like the signal upon the hill. 93
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Slotki notes that “The verb [‘flee’] is not in the Hebrew and is implied.” (P. 143)
It is, however, found in the next line.
92

Oswalt notes that “The Hebrew here seems very awkward, so that it is hard to
avoid the conclusion that something is amiss. Translators who accept the Masoretic
Text almost universally supply words in parentheses to get good sense. So Mauchline
‘at the challenge of five (a people as great as) you will flee,’ or Delitzsch ‘or at the
challenge of five (at most),’ etc. 1QIsa drops the second ‘challenge’ whereas [the Greek
translation / Rahlfs] changes ‘you will flee’ to ‘a myriad will flee.’ In each case it
appears the translator is struggling with a difficult text rather than giving a witness to
another original reading.” (Pp. 549-50)
93

Slotki states that this is “a picture of isolation and loneliness. The word for

‘beacon’ [or ‘mast’],

!r,T,o toren, probably means ‘a flag-staff.’

Ezekiel 27:5 it denotes ‘a mast’ of a ship.” (P. 143) The word
“standard,” or “ensign,” or “signal,” or “sign.”

In Isaiah 33:23 and

snE, nes, means

Motyer states that the similes are “doubled for completeness...The picture is of
the end of the nation, the disappearance of the people (compare Isaiah 6:11-12).” (P.
249)
Oswalt states that “Without taking poetic speech too literally, one is tempted to
see in the mention of the pole / mast on the hilltop a reference to the fact that
Jerusalem would survive the coming onslaught, although alone. If that is correct, it
certainly was not understood to be a great cause for rejoicing. Isaiah was speaking of
humiliation and destruction, so that only scraps would remain.” (P. 556)
94

Motyer entitles verses 18-26 “Coming events: the waiting God, the sure glory.”

He comments that “With verse 18 the emphasis falls on the faithfulness of God,
ultimately (verses 18-26) and imminently (verses 27-33). He is such that His purposes
cannot be frustrated by human faithlessness. In verses 18-26 we are allowed to look
beyond a waiting period to the moment when Messianic glory will dawn on a new
creation.” (P. 249)

(continued...)
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(...continued)
But neither the adjective “Messianic” nor the phrase “new creation” are found in
the text.
Alexander translates / comments on verse 18: “And therefore will Jehovah wait
to have mercy upon you, and therefore will He rise up (or be exalted) to pity you, for a
God of judgment is Jehovah; blessed are all that wait for Him...
“On the whole, the simplest and most probable conclusion seems to be that

!keúl', lakhen, has its usual meaning [‘therefore’], but refers, as in many other cases, to
a remoter antecedent than the words immediately before it. As if the prophet paused at
this point and reviewing his denunciations said, Since this is so, since you must perish if
now dealt with strictly, God will allow you space for repentance, He will wait to be
gracious, He will exalt Himself by showing mercy...One point is universally admitted,
namely, that somewhere in this verse is the transition from the tone of threatening to
that of promise.” (Pp. 479-80)
Slotki comments on verse 18 that it is interpreted by some “as a threat,
concluding the section and referring back to verse 17: ‘therefore will the Lord wait
before He will be gracious,’ i.e. He will postpone His graciousness until your sins have
been duly expiated (and similarly the following clause). By others it is regarded as the
beginning of a new section in which God’s graciousness and mercy are promised, the
translation being: ‘and so will the Lord expectantly wait to show you His graciousness,
and so will He arise to show you compassion.” (P. 143)
Oswalt takes the last view: “Because Judah will not wait on the Lord (26:8) but
insists on rushing off on horses, the Lord must wait to show His grace until they are in a
position to receive it. So to the repeated cry of ‘How long, O Lord?’ his answer is,
‘Whenever you are ready.’” (P. 557)
Motyer comments that “A logic of God is at work. Judge and punish He must,
but forsake His purposes He will not! Since judgment must intervene, ‘therefore’ He
(literally) ‘will wait in order to be gracious...Therefore He will rise to show you
compassion.’ His grace is His sovereign determination to bless the undeserving (e.g
Genesis 6:8 [the story of Divine destruction of the earth in a universal flood, but God’s
saving Noah and his family–who are depicted as deserving their salvation. The flood
story is not a one of ‘blessing the undeserving!]; His compassion is the overflowing of
His passionate love for His people (Isaiah 14:1).” (P. 250)
This is a good example of how commentators sometimes refer to other passages
to support their interpretation of a passage–but the other passages, when examined, do
not in fact do so! The story of Noah and the flood is anything but a depiction of
“blessing the undeserving”! Rather, it is a depiction of “destruction of the undeserving”!
Kaiser entitles verse 18 “Blessed be those who Wait on Yahweh.”
(continued...)
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And therefore YHWH waits to show favor to you;
and therefore He will be high / exalted to show compassion to you.
Because YHWH (is) a God of justice–95

94

(...continued)
He comments that “The preacher of consolation who speaks here regarded the
condition for God’s help laid down in verse 15 as fulfilled within his community. As a
God of justice (compare Isaiah 28:17) He responds to the longing expectation of which
He is the object (compare Isaiah 8:17) with His salvation, and it is matched by the way
He waits Himself for the moment in which He can come to His people in grace and
mercy (compare Psalms 77:10; 123:3; 102:14 and 103:13 [none of which say anything
about God’s waiting for the moment]).” (Pp. 297-98)
95

Oswalt states that ‘the Lord is a God of justice may be understood in two ways,
both of them possessing some validity...
“First, Young suggests that God’s grace must wait because He is a just God and
His justice must be experienced before His grace can be [do you agree? Cannot God
be a God of justice and a God of grace at the same time?]...
“Second, Calvin suggests the meaning to be moderation and order [is that the
meaning of ‘justice’?]. There is hope because God does not simply go into a rage and
destroy whole peoples...
“The latter view seems to be supported by the structure of the verse, which has
‘blessed are all who wait for Him’ following on the statement of His justice. Because He
can be appealed to, because He will hear the cries of those who endure persecution
and hardship for His Name’s sake, therefore they are and will be a happy people.
“In some ways this verse sums up the message of the book...The key to life is
found in letting Him be God and in training ourselves to complete dependence upon
Him until we discover that He can supply our needs a hundred times better than we
can.” (P. 557)
What does that mean, “Letting Him be God”? Doesn’t that imply that we are in
charge of God? We don’t “let Him be God.” He is God–a God of justice and a God of
steadfast-love and grace. We say, We can depend on God for the long run, to do what
is just, and what is loving and compassionate, because that is W ho He is! He is not a
(continued...)
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(...continued)
tyrant God, Who cares nothing for justice. No, He is a God of justice, but more than
that He is a loving Father, Who cares deeply for all His children, and Whose justice is
always tempered by His steadfast-love and compassion.
96

Watts comments on verse 18: “So now, Yahweh’s mercy for them must wait on
justice...Yahweh is forced to a violent course of action because Israel refused the quiet
course which He had planned...The final line is a sigh over what might have been:
Blessed are all who wait for Him! Israel under Josiah had not been willing to do this.”
(P. 397)
What a view of YHWH Isaiah presents in verse 18! YHWH is “waiting” (to show
mercy and compassion); and His people are “waiting” (for that mercy and compassion
to come). But YHWH is a God of justice, and there are manifold necessities for His
judgment in the present time, due to human sinfulness.
But His people can be assured that eventually, beyond the necessary judgments
of history, His mercy and compassion will come–they will be the ultimate end and goal
of history, certainly worth waiting for! We are reminded of Isaiah 25:6-8 with its view of
YHWH’s plan for ultimate universal (“all peoples,” “all nations”) salvation, with death
swallowed up forever, and all tears wiped away forever. We pray, O YHWH, let that
day come!
Watts explains the section Isaiah 30:1-18: “This episode in verses 15 and 18
contains two of the clearest expressions of the [Book of Isaiah’s] message: Yahweh
has been calling upon Israel / Judah since the days of Uzziah to accept a passive role
in international politics in order to assume a new part as God’s spiritual representative,
His servant, to the world. This role will be defined in later chapters [we think especially
in terms of Isaiah 53 and 58!]. He called for a willingness on the nation’s part to turn
inward to its faith and to rest on God’s grace and promises. It would require quietness
in the midst of turmoil and trust that God would control the great forces that were
devastating the region. That would be a heroism of a very different sort. The final
blessing of this episode (verse 18) is dedicated to such who wait...
“The [Book of Isaiah’s] presentation of a people who live in hope, waiting for
Yahweh, often surprised by Yahweh, comes to a poignant focus in this passage...The
emphasis in the [Book of Isaiah] lies on those who were willing in faith to listen to God
and to leave the fulfillment of His vision to Him. Israel and Jerusalem were not willing...
In doing this, they confirmed their ‘rebellion’ against God which is documented in this
episode.” (P. 397)
97

Oswalt entitles verses 19-33 “Judah’s blessing, Assyria’s destruction.” He
entitles verses 19-26 “Judah’s blessing.”
(continued...)
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(...continued)
He comments that “In verses 19-33 the author relates again the certainty of
God’s salvation. Although Judah’s failure to trust Him would indeed result in
destruction, that destruction would be followed by redemption and a corresponding
destruction of Judah’s enemies. As is characteristic of the book, these predictions of
salvation are couched in highly figurative language. When the prophet considered the
wonder and the extent of what God planned to do for His people, ordinary language
broke down...
The segment is divided into two parts, verses 19-26 and verses 27-33. The first
of these relates the train of effects in Judah which will result from God’s judgment and
grace. The second depicts a festival of praise at which the participants watch their
Champion destroy their enemies on their behalf [but are they to believe that their
Champion Who showed them grace following their destruction will not show grace
following the destruction of their enemies?].” (Pp. 558-59)
Slotki comments on verses 19-26 that they contain a “promise of a bright future,
when even Nature will be transformed for the benefit of the faithful survivors who will
renounce and reject all forms of idolatry, devoting themselves entirely to the study and
practice of the word of the Lord.” (P. 143)
Oswalt comments on verses 19-26 that “this segment relates the effects which
will stem from the manifestation of God’s grace in the midst of judgment. First, the
Judeans will perceive Him (verses 19-21); second, they will abandon the idolatry with
which they had attempted to supply their own needs (verse 22); third, God will then
supply the very things which the idols professed to supply but could not (verses 2326)...
“It is a judgment which shatters the false values and makes one attentive. It is a
grace which motivates the broken to believe and obey. Neither is ultimately effective
without the other.” (Pp 558-59)
Watts entitles verses 19-26 “Hope from the Teachers.”
He comments that “The setting of the episode is a place where teachers are to
be found, perhaps a corner of the temple court or a schoolroom. It does not deal with
the issues of the previous episode, nor are the teachers aware of the matters which
dominated the confrontation between Yahweh and the political leaders.
“This little homily [sermon; religious discourse that is intended primarily for
spiritual edification] on assurance and hope is presented in a sty le not unlike the
teaching of the Wise or the admonitions of the Deuteronomist...The entire mood and
tone are mild and calm.” (Pp. 399-400)
Kaiser entitles verses 19-26 “The Great Transformation.”
(continued...)
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(...continued)
He comments that ‘The close connection between the content of this passage
and that of 29:17-24 is obvious.” (P. 301)
Alexander translates verse 19: “For the people in Zion shall dwell in Jerusalem;
thou shalt weep no more; He will be very gracious unto thee at the voice of thy cry; as
He hears it He will answer thee.”
He comments that there is an ambiguity in the Hebrew, “which may either mean
that the people who are now in Zion shall dwell in Jerusalem, or that the people shall
dwell in Zion, in Jerusalem. This last is the most natural construction...
“Others regard the whole clause as a vocative [addressing a person or persons],
or in other words as a description of the object of address. For O people in Zion,
dwelling in Jerusalem, thou shalt weep no more.” (P. 480)
What a promise that is–an end to weeping. And we remember Isaiah 25:6-8
where that same promise is made, not to Israel by itself, but to “all peoples—all
nations”!
Remember, Divine destruction is not the final end of YHWH’s plan. The One
Who judges and destroys is the One Who loves steadfastly, the God of steadfast love
and compassion and forgiveness! His fire is a purging, cleansing fire! Compare
Ezekiel 16:53-55, where the world’s worst prostitutes, Sodom, Samaria and Jerusalem,
though having been destroyed by God’s wrath, all have their fortunes restored. In spite
of Divine destruction by fire and brimstone, there is Divine restoration! YHWH is a God
Who is greater than death, Who holds the grave and the world of the dead in His hand
–and it is His plan to destroy death and all its signs forever, for all peoples and nations!
Oswalt comments, “What was empty will become full; what was barren will
become fruitful. The reason for weeping will be taken away!” (P. 559) Thanks be to
God!

48

Because a people will dwell in Zion;98
in Jerusalem,99 you (singular) will certainly not weep / bewail;100
being compassionate, He will certainly show favor to you (singular),101
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98

The verb in this first line of verse 19 is qal imperfect / future,
, yeshebh,
“will dwell.” This is the way King James translates it, and English Standard; but our
other English translations have “dwellers / inhabitants / who live / people living” (as if it
is a plural present participle). Rahlfs has a future verb: dio,ti lao.j a[gioj evn Siwn
oivkh,sei, “Because a set-apart people in Zion will dwell.” We take the passage to be a
promise of future blessing, not a statement of a present reality.
99

Slotki comments that “The surviving faithful are addressed.” (P. 144)

100

We wonder if this is the same wiping away of all tears as is mentioned in
Isaiah 25:6-8. What do you think? It is for certain that dwellers in Jerusalem
throughout the centuries have known a great deal of weeping and mourning, as death
has stalked the streets or Jerusalem, both in later biblical times, after the time of Isaiah,
in its terrifying destruction by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon, and throughout post-biblical
times, especially in its destruction by the Roman armies of Vespasian and Titus. No,
Isaiah’s promise has not been fulfilled in history–believers have to await YHWH’s
future–that ultimate future depicted in Isaiah 25:6-8!
And if it this is true, does “a people” mean the same as “all people / all nations” in
that passage? Or is this Divine promise limited to only the Jewish survivors in
Jerusalem? Isaiah’s words lead us to ask such questions–but he doesn’t answer our
questions.
We say, if we are to believe Isaiah’s promise, it must be understood in terms of
the heavenly Jerusalem, the Zion of the future–beyond death, beyond earth’s
continuing trials and ordeals and suffering and judgments–in the light of Isaiah 25:6-9.
What do you say?
101

^n>x.y" !AnÝx'

The phrase
, chanon yachneka combines the qal infinitive
absolute with the qal imperfect, a way of emphasizing the certainty of YHWH’s showing
favor to the people of Zion / Jerusalem. Yes, YHWH’s people will be subject to Divine
judgment / discipline; but the absolute certainty is that Divine favor will prevail in the
long run!
We say that is not only true of the people of Jerusalem, but also of all humanity,
God’s creatures / children.
See Genesis 43:29 for this same imperfect verb with the same 2nd person suffix.
1QIsa has the more usual spelling

$nwxy, yechoneka.
(continued...)
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(...continued)
Oswalt comments that “He will surely be gracious speaks of a time when the sin
which had separated them from God will be atoned for and no longer able to divide
them from Him.” (P. 559) He refers to:
Isaiah 59:1-2,
1

2

Look–YHWH’s hand was not short,
so as not to save / deliver;
and His ear was not heavy,
so as not to listen / hear!
But rather, your (plural) iniquities
were dividing between you and your God!
And your sins hid faces from you,
keeping (Him) from hearing!

Ezekiel 36:33-38,
33

34
35

36

37

38

In this way my Lord YHWH spoke:
In (the) day of My cleansing you from all your iniquities–
and I will save / deliver the cities,
and the desolate places will be rebuilt.
And the land that was made desolate will be worked / cultivated,
instead of when it was a desolation in the eyes of all passing through.
And they will say,
The land–this one, that was desolated,
became like a garden of delight!
And the wasted and the desolated,
and the thrown down cities–
made inaccessible / fortified shall be inhabited!
And the nations that are left remaining,
surrounding you, shall know
that I, YHWH, rebuilt the thrown down;
I re-planted the desolated!
I YHWH, I said (it),
and I will do (it)!
In this way my Lord YHWH spoke:
I will again be sought for / by Israel’s House,
to do for them-I will multiply them like the flock of humanity!
Like a flock of set-apart people,
like a flock of Jerusalem at her appointed places / times;
so shall the cities, the ones wasted,
(be) filled (with) a flock of human(s);
and they shall know that I (am) YHWH!
(continued...)
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to your out-cry’s voice--102
when He hears,103 He answered you!104

101

(...continued)
And we wonder why Oswalt didn’t also refer to Isaiah 40:2,
Speak to Jerusalem’s heart,
and cry out to her,
that her warfare is complete,
that her iniquity / guilt was accepted / forgiven,
that she received from YHWH’s hand double (punishment)
for all her sins!

Oswalt goes on to say that “This reconciliation was achieved in prospect in the
return [from Babylonian captivity], but in its fullness only in Jesus.” (P. 560)
But Isaiah 40:2 is not talking about something that will only be achieved in
Jesus–it has happened by YHWH’s steadfast-love and grace–YHWH is depicted as
announcing Israel’s warfare to be complete, her iniquity / guilt to have been accepted /
forgiven, that she has received from YHWH’s hand double punishment for all her sins,
some 700 years before the coming of Jesus! Can there be a fuller, more complete
statement of acceptance and forgiveness than is made in Isaiah 40:2?
Jesus certainly embodied that Divine grace and acceptance and forgiveness, but
it was not something that began with Jesus. YHWH God has always been a God of
steadfast-love and forgiveness!
102

Motyer describes this as “immediate Divine attention to welfare in answer to
prayer.” (P. 250)

^q,ê[]z:

But this is not ordinary “prayer.” It is
, za(aqeka, “your cry / cry out / call,”
the kind of cry that comes from people in great need; or as Brown-Driver-Briggs puts
it, an “utterance of horror, anxiety, alarm, distress, sorrow, etc.”
Do a word-search on your biblical software, looking up all the occurrences of the
noun

hq'['z>, ze(aqah.
103

Where our Hebrew text has

hearing,” 1QIsa has

Atß['m.v'K., kesham(atho, literally, “as / when His

wt[wmvK, keshamo(atho, a slightly different spelling.
%n")[' Atß['m.v'K.

104

There is a strange combination of tenses here:
, “as / when
His hearing, He answered you”–as if YHWH hears at the time of your outcry, but has
(continued...)
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And my Lord will give to you people

104

(...continued)
already answered your cry before you cried! No wonder that Motyer calls this an
“immediate” answer to prayer (p. 250)!
What do you make of this statement? In the death of my wife Sarah, she (and I)
had cried out to God for healing time and again for some five years as she suffered
from congestive heart failure, and her condition grew steadily worse. In her humble,
child-like, genuine faith, she questioned why her and my prayers were not answered.
Does Isaiah’s statement here mean that those prayers had been answered, as soon as
heard, or before? How can that be? Our prayers were not answered–at least in the
way we thought they would be.
Can it be that God has provided for His people’s healing in His presence, in that
“heavenly Zion,” where already the banquet has begun, with death being swallowed up,
and tears being wiped away forever? Was the day of Sarah’s brain-bleed and death,
the day of her entry into paradise (remembering the words attributed to Jesus, spoken
to the dying thief on a cross beside his, Luke 23:43), her entry into eternal healing, that
had already been prepared and was awaiting her?
I believe it is so–but “we walk by faith, not by sight.”
105

Alexander translates verse 20: “And the Lord will give you bread of affliction
and water of oppression, and no more shall thy teachers hide themselves, and thine
eyes shall see thy teachers.” (P. 480)

^yr<êAm

He comments that “The [Latin] Vulgate renders
, moreyka, ‘your
teachers’ as a singular (doctorem tuum)...Thus understood, the word must of course be
applied to God Himself, as the great Teacher of His people...
“The great majority of writers adhere, not only to the sense of teacher, but to the
plural import of the form, and understand the word as a designation or description of the
prophets.” (P. 481)
52

bread of distress
and water of oppression;106
and your teachers / Teacher will no longer be thrust into a corner 107
106

Slotki comments that “The same phrase occurs in 1 Kings 22:27 to describe a
prison diet. Here it may represent the reduced standard of the people’s living during the
siege from which they will be delivered.” (P. 144)
Watts states that “The bad times are seen to have been like a prison sentence
from God.” (P. 400)
Motyer comments that “In bread of adversity and water of affliction the nouns are
in apposition [side by side]–‘bread, that is adversity,’ ‘water, that is, affliction.’ This
contrasts with the abundant food of verses 23-24. The period of affliction will be a time
of Divine Self-concealment (Isaiah 8:17 [where YHWH is depicted as hiding His face
from the household of Jacob, i.e., Israel), but it will be followed by a time of direct
relationship.” (P. 250)
Watts comments that “Like Psalm 107, this verse recalls the trials of Israel in the
wilderness when hunger and thirst were major problems. God sent manna to eat...and
water from the rock...The verse acknowledges the distress that has been the people’s
lot.” (P. 400)
Yes, says Isaiah, your outcry was heard, and it had already been answered. But
still there will be a time of suffering–adversity and affliction–but also a time in which the
voice of teachers / Teacher will be heard. Sarah experienced adversity and affliction
during those years of heart-failure. But as she constantly worshiped and prayed, and
read her Bible, she heard the voice of the great teachers of Israel, and of the followers
of Jesus, speaking to her in her time of trial / testing.
107

When everything is going well, it is easy to thrust our religious teachers into a
corner, to quit paying attention to them, to let other concerns take center-stage in our
lives. But when we are faced with oppression and distress / adversity and affliction, we
are humbled, and get those teachers out of their secluded, forgotten corner, so that we
can hear their words of correction, and hope, and guidance.
Such was the case with ancient Israel, and such is the case with us, still today.
As we face the deterioration of our physical health, and see our loved ones dying, our
eyes and ears become open and listening to the voice of our Teacher / teachers. We
long to hear their voices / voice. Even the deniers of God, in the face of the death of
their loved ones, attend the funerals, and listen to the words of comfort and hope, as
their hearts are broken and their eyes filled with tears, as they long for a word of hope in
the midst of the darkness.

(continued...)
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and your eyes (will be) seeing your teachers / Teacher,108

107

(...continued)

@nEïK'yI

Watts translates the niphal verb
, yikkaneph by “hide Himself,” instead of
the more normal translation “be hidden.” Holladay agrees with this translation.
Watts states that this verse “recognizes periods when God’s guiding, instructing
presence has not been sensed. It promises that this will no longer be true...
“Yahweh is called ‘A God Who hides Himself’ (Isaiah 45:15), and psalmists
plead for Him not to hide His face from them (Psalms 27:9; 102:3Heb / 2Eng; 143:7.
Psalm 44:25Heb / 24Eng asks why He hides His face from His people. Job acutely
experienced God’s absence and silence. The Old Testament understands that God’s
presence is not simply a fact of existence, presumed to be universal and constant. It is
a gracious and deliberate gift offered by God which is to be welcomed and recognized
as such.
“In Judaism from Ezra on, the Torah functioned to teach the people. But in the
[Book of Isaiah] this is done by the instructing, guiding presence of Yahweh with His
people.” (Pp. 400-01)
We think that while Job questioned and sharply complained against YHWH’s
treatment, it wasn’t at all a matter of YHWH’s “absence.” Rather, it was a matter of
YHWH’s testing Job in the light of the satan’s claim that Job was only serving YHWH
because of YHWH’s blessings. And while we agree with part of what Watts says, we
insist that for the Hebrew Bible, even when YHWH is silent, He is also present,
upholding and sustaining the universe(s)–and His Torah is constant–that is, He is
always teaching His people, sometimes through His silence.
What do you think? Has God taught you through your experiences? What is it
you have learned? I myself have learned through much grief that it is not good for a
man to be alone; and in answer to my prayer, God has given me a wonderful new wife,
in my 86th year–Edith Roberts, from Enid, Oklahoma–and has showered her and me
with blessings far beyond our deserving. How good is God!
108

Slotki’s translation has the singular: “Yet shall not thy Teacher hide Himself
any more, But thine eyes shall see thy Teacher.” He comments that the teacher is
“God Who instructs Israel through His torah and prophets. Less probable is the
rendering ‘teachers,’ the prophets...Thy Teacher is metaphorical for God’s
manifestation in His act of deliverance.” (P. 144)
Slotki says the plural “teachers” is less probable than the singular “teacher.”
However, Brown-Driver-Briggs along with B. Davidson’s The Analytical Hebrew and

^yr<êAm

Chaldee Lexicon both hold that the noun
, moreyka is a masculine plural
construct noun, with the second person singular pronominal suffix. Holladay evidently
(continued...)
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(...continued)
holds that the noun can be seen as either sing ular or plural. Motyer states that “The
translation teachers is permissible, but the context requires the singular.

@nEïK'yI

Motyer is probably referring to the fact that the verb
, yikkaneph, is a
rd
niphal 3 person singular verb, meaning literally “be cornered,” and which calls for a
singular subject.

@nEïK'yI

Watts translates “your Guide,” and translates
by “hide himself” (P. 399),
which would be more likely a translation if the verb was hithpael.
Translations vary, from “yet shall not thy teachers be removed into a corner any
more, but thine eyes shall see thy teachers” (King James) to “Then your Guide will no
more be ignored, but your eyes will watch your Guide” (Tanakh) to “yet your Teacher
will not hide himself any more, but your eyes shall see your Teacher” (New Revised
Standard) to “your teachers will be hidden no more; with your own eyes you will see
them” (New International), to “he who is your teacher will hide no longer, and you will
see your teacher with your own eyes” (New Jerusalem; there is no ‘he who is’ in the
Hebrew text).
The Greek translation is quite different: kai. ouvke,ti mh. evggi,swsi,n soi oi`
planw/nte,j se o[ti oi` ovfqalmoi, sou o;yontai tou.j planw/nta,j se, “and no longer will
they draw near to you, the ones leading you astray, because your eyes will see the
ones leading you astray.” This translation has a negative view of who it was who was
teaching, but agrees that they are in the plural, not the singular.
Kaiser states that “Verse 20b gives us a clear indication of the circles in which
this description of salvation originated. As with the Book of Daniel (compare Daniel
11:23 and 12:3) they consisted of men who because of their eschatological knowledge
had the position of teachers in their community, but found no audience for their
message outside the group of those devout believers who regarded themselves as the
‘meek and poor (compare Isaiah 29:19). By contrast with 29:17ff., the situation seems
to have become so acute that they had to seek safety from persecutions. This
description of salvation may therefore belong in the period of religious persecutions
under Antiochus IV Epiphanes.” (P. 301)
109

Alexander translates verse 21: “And thine ears shall hear a word from behind
thee, saying, This is the way, walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right and when ye turn to
the left.”
He comments that the Greek translation (Rahlfs) “makes this the voice of
seducers (tw/n ovpi,sw se planhsa,ntwn [‘the ones behind you leading astray’]; but it is
evidently that of a faithful guide and monitor [we would use the plural here]; according
(continued...)
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(...continued)
to the Rabbins, the Bath Kol or mysterious echo which conducts and warns the
righteous...
“The meaning of the call is, This is the way which you have left, come back to it...
as if [the voice] had said, This warning will be necessary, for you will certainly depart at
times from the path of safety.” (Pp. 481-82)
110

Slotki comments that “They will be so anxious to hear the word of God from
whatever direction it may come, that they will listen attentively even to the voice that
might come from behind them. Another explanation is, God will be behind them as a
father walks behind his children to watch over them.” (P. 144)
Oswalt comments that “a word behind you conveys both the nearness of the
Teacher [or ‘teachers’] and the sensitivity of the pupil. Instead of the stubborn animal
which has to be dragged or beaten into going in the proper direction, here is a person
whose teacher is just at his shoulder and little more than a word of guidance from time
to time is necessary for him to stay on the right path. This is the ideal of the Spirit-filled
life, where the contact between us and Him is so intimate that only a whisper is
sufficient to move us in His way...The opposite of this ideal is seen in Isaiah 28:11 and
30:11, where stubbornness ultimately leads to a denial that God’s way is right, with
horrifying results.” (P.560)
Watts comments that “God’s words are like those a shepherd speaks from
behind, keeping His flock on the path.” (P. 401)
What do you think this text means? Permit me to give a word of personal
response to it.
As a senior in high school, and member of the boxing team of Albuquerque (New
Mexico) High School, I lost my bearings religiously, and began to look forward to
fighting in the ring and in the streets. Along with that came heavy drinking, and going to
Mexican fiestas in northern New Mexico. One night, long past mid-night, as we traveled
home from Espanola, New Mexico, in a brand new Buick Roadmaster, and I and
another team member lay in the back seat, passed out, I was suddenly awakened by
the terrifying jolt and sound of our car crashing into a car parked on the side of the
highway. The four other passengers in the car were all seriously injured, and were
(continued...)
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carried away by ambulances. I had no idea of their condition, but feared that they had
been killed.
A Mexican sheriff told me to stay at the scene, and build a marker out of stones,
where the wreck had occurred. And there I was, throughout the rest of that long and
lonely night. As I built that marker, I heard a voice speaking to me, clearly, saying,
“This is not the way–don’t walk in it!” I looked all around to find out who was speaking,
but found no one. Again and again the voice spoke to me, mysteriously, but powerfully,
in words I have never forgotten.
When I got back to Albuquerque, I announced to the boxing coach that I was
quitting boxing. Within a few days I had gotten rid of all my boxing equipment, and all
my other sporting equipment–including fishing gear and guns. I went before my church,
and told the congregation that I had decided to go to Christian College, and become a
minister. But I never told anyone about that voice. The boxing trainer took me to a
psychiatrist, to see what was wrong with me.
My wealthy Jewish neighbor and long-time family friend, Edward Schmidter (I
have forgotten how to spell his last name), threw a dinner in my honor, and at the
dinner made a speech, in which he told me in the presence of my parents, that I was
making a foolish mistake–that there is no such thing as heaven or hell, or those things
that the churches believe. I interrupted him by asking, Why then do you close your
business on Friday afternoons, and observe the Sabbath, going to the synagogue,
refusing to open your business on Saturdays? His response was, There’s more than
one reason for going to synagogue–I go to synagogue for business reasons!
He went on to say that it was my duty to give up this crazy religious idea, and
take over my father’s thriving wood and coal business–and I saw my father nodding in
agreement. I told him and those at the dinner that my mind was made up, period.
Later that year, Mr. Schmidter’s son took over my father’s business–and I left for
Christian College, never telling anyone about the voice that had spoken to me.
Three years later, as I sat in the Florida Christian College library in Temple
Terrace, near Tampa, Florida, with Sarah at my side, I read this 30th chapter of Isaiah,
along with Sarah. As I read this 21st verse, and it began to sink in, I began crying. I
confided in Sarah about the voice I had heard. I concluded that it had been God’s v oice
calling me into His service.
What do you think? Was it some form of mental illness–maybe the result of too
many boxing concussions, too much drinking? One thing is for sure, that voice has had
controlling influence over my life from that night until the present, 68 years later.
Do you believe in such mysterious voices? Have you ever heard such a voice?
If you hear one, will you dismiss it as fantasy? Are you open to such a voice? Or have
you trained yourself to reject any such thing?
(continued...)
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(...continued)
Motyer evidently thinks that such a voice will only be heard in the far-distant
future, in the “time of salvation” or “perfect day.” He states that in that time, “the period
of rejecting the word of the Lord will also be a thing of the past (verses 9-11).
Furthermore, Divine care will be such that deviation right or left will be at once
corrected. In that perfect day, the Lord’s people are still potential sinners but they come
under a Divine ministry of preservation in righteousness.” (P. 250)
What do you think? Is the Divine voice speaking to human beings not true in the
time of Isaiah, or in the present time, but only “in that perfect day”?
111

Slotki comments that this “saying” is “by the mouth of the prophets.” (P. 144)

WnymiÞa]t;

The Hebrew verb here is
, tha)amiynu, hiphil imperfect 2nd person
plural, “you (plural) shall go to the right.” But a problem arises–the root for “going to the
112

right” is

!my, ymn, not !ma.

Alexander states that

either an inaccurate orthography for
synonymous root

WnymiÞa]t;, tha)amiynu “may be

wnymyt, thayamiynu, or derived from a

!ma.

113

What do you think this “going to the left” and “going to the right” means? We
take it means that the mysterious voice will guide you in the upright, straight forward
way, and that any deviation, whether to the left or to the right will be avoided. Do you
agree?
114

Alexander translates / comments on verse 22: “And He shall defile (i.e. treat
as unclean) the covering of thy idols of silver and the case of thy image of gold, thou
shalt scatter them (or abhor them) as an abominable thing. Away! Shalt thou say to it.”
Slotki states that the overall meaning of verse 22 is that “All traces of idolatry will
be removed from their midst.” (P. 144)
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And you (plural) will defile the idols plated with your silver;
and the ephod 115 woven (with) your gold;
you will scatter them like a menstrual rag.
Get out!116 you will say to it.117

115

lysiP'

hk'Sem;

Alexander states that
, pasiyl and
, massekhah strictly denote
graven and molten images respectively, but are constantly employed as poetical
equivalents.” (P. 482)

ace,Þ tse) to be the qal imperative, “go forth!” or “get
out!” Watts thinks it is parallel to hwd, dawah, “a menstrual rag,” or “contaminated
thing.” hawc, tso)ah means “excrement,” or “filth,” as does awc, tso). Watts notes
116

We are taking the Hebrew

that “excrement” “fits the text and the context.” Compare the Greek translation: w`j
ko,pron w;seij auvta, “like dung / manure you will throw them out.”
117

Translations of verse 22 vary:

King James, “Ye shall defile also the covering of thy graven images of silver, and the
ornament of thy molten images of gold: thou shalt cast them away as a
menstruous cloth; thou shalt say unto it, Get thee hence.”
Tanakh, “And you will treat as unclean the silver overlay of your images and the golden
plating of your idols. You will cast them away like a menstruous woman. "Out!"
you will call to them.”
New Revised Standard, “Then you will defile your silver-covered idols and your goldplated images. You will scatter them like filthy rags; you will say to them, "Away
with you!"
New International, “Then you will desecrate your idols overlaid with silver and your
images covered with gold; you will throw them away like a menstrual cloth and
say to them, "Away with you!"
New Jerusalem, “ You will hold unclean the silverplating of your idols and the
goldplating of your images. You will throw them away like the polluted things they
are, shouting after them, 'Good riddance!'”
Rahlfs, kai. evxarei/j ta. ei;dwla ta. perihrgurwme,na kai. ta. perikecruswme,na lepta.
poih,seij kai. likmh,seij w`j u[dwr avpokaqhme,nhj kai. w`j ko,pron w;seij auvta,,
“and you (singular) will remove the idols–the silver-plated ones and the goldplated ones–you will make (them) small, and you will crush / scatter (them) like
water of a woman sitting apart, and like excrement you will push / shove them
(away)!
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Watts notes that the Greek translator has read

instead of our Hebrew text’s

AmåK., kemo, “just like.”

ymk, kemey, “like waters of”

P. 399)

Motyer comments on verse 22 that “There will be a change of attitude (care
replaced by disrespect), of feeling (devotion replaced by revulsion) and of commitment
(choice replaced by rejection.” (Pp. 250-51)
Watts states concerning this verse that “The anticipated presence of the Guide
makes urgent the need to rid the place of idols...The true presence of God among His
people removes the need for artificial symbols.” (P. 401)
118

Oswalt comments on verses 23-26 that “Most commentators assume a
significant break between these verses and the previous ones. But this is surely not the
case. The idols were worshiped precisely because it was believed that they could
supply abundance in all ways, but especially in agriculture...
“But the prophets, especially the pre-exilic ones, pointed out that abundance
came from God and to look to an idol for what God provided was, in fact, to deprive
oneself of abundance...The same point is being made here. It is only after the
Israelites cease their dependence upon idols–their own devices–that they will
experience what they had tried to get from the idols...
“Thus, the language here speaks of the effects in nature that redemption [the
getting rid of idols] will bring, but it speaks of more than that, as the supernaturally
heightened figures indicate. Springs do not break out on mountaintops, nor could any
living thing endure a sun seven times brighter than at present. Thus Isaiah makes it
plain he is speaking of something more than mere physical blessing. He is speaking of
a time when all that is good about human life will be made incredibly better.” (Pp. 56162)
We say, Yes! Extremely, unbelievably good times are coming!
Slotki comments on verses 23-25 that they depict how “agricultural and pastoral
prosperity will ensue.” (P. 144)
Motyer comments on verses 23-24 that “The bounty of the coming great day is
not a descent into a materialistic bonanza but is to be understood in the context of the
doctrine of creation. The entrance of sin imposed restraint on the productive forces of
the earth, consequent upon the Divine curse (Genesis 3:17-19). The outpouring of
creation’s bounty speaks, therefore, of the end of sin and the curse and of the return of
Eden...Abundant food contrasts with the afflictive bread of the matching verse 20.” (P.
251)
(continued...)
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And He will give rain (for) your seed,119 which you will plant the ground;
and bread, product of the ground,120
and it will be fat and robust.
Your cattle will graze in that day, (in) a large pasture.121

118

(...continued)
Alexander translates / comments on verse 23: “And He shall give the rain of thy
seed (i.e. the rain necessary to its growth), with which thou shalt sow the ground, and
bread, the produce of the ground, and it shall be fat and rich; thy cattle shall feed that
day in an enlarged pasture...
“Michaelis supposes the resumption of tillage in the last years of Hezekiah to be
here predicted. Henderson explains it as a promise of increased fertility after the return
from exile. All these applications appear too exclusive. The text contains a promise of
increased prosperity after a season of privation, and was often verified.” (P. 482)
119

Slotki states that this means “the ‘early’ rain which falls in October at the time
of sowing.” (P. 144)
Watts comments that “Palestinian agriculture is totally dependent on rain [but we
insist that it is also dependent upon Israel’s abundant dew ]. Yahweh claims to be able
to give and to withhold rain (Amos 5:7; Isaiah 5:6; 2 Kings 8:1; Deuteronomy 11:13;
28:12).” (P. 401)
120

Slotki comments that by “bread” is meant “the ears of corn from which bread is
obtained.” (P. 145)
121

rK;î

Alexander states “that the noun
, kar, which usually has the sense of
‘lamb,’ is [never used in the sense of pasture, according to Hengstenberg]...But the
latter meaning seems to be absolutely necessary here, and is accordingly assumed by
all interpreters.” (P. 482)
Here Alexander commits the “all fallacy,” but both Brown-Driver-Briggs and
Holladay define the noun as meaning “lamb-pasturage” or simply “pasture.”
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And the oxen and the male donkeys, workers of the ground,
will eat seasoned (mixed with salt) fodder,123
which is winnowed with the shovel and with the pitchfork.124
122

Alexander translates / comments on verse 24: “And the oxen and the asses
workiing the ground shall eat salted provender which has been winnowed (literally,
which one winnows) with the sieve and fan. The meaning evidently is that the
domesticated animals shall fare as well as men in other times.” (P. 482)
Oswalt comments that “The work animals are singled out as special beneficiaries
of God’s blessing. Grain will be so abundant after the harvest that even the oxen and
the donkeys will eat mixtures...of the food grains (those which are winnowed),
seasoned...with salt. Not only does this diet testify to abundance, but it also testifies to
owners whose hearts have been enough softened by God’s care of them as to be
concerned for their animals.” (P. 562)
The text itself says nothing concerning what the diet testifies to.
123

Slotki’s translation has “shall eat savoury provender,” and he comments that
“the literal meaning of the Hebrew word for provender [‘animal fodder’] is ‘mixture’

lyliîB.

(
, beliyl [which Brown-Driver-Briggs defines as ‘mixed fodder’], having
consisted of a mixture of beans, barley, oats and vetches. The Hebrew for savoury

#ymiÞx'

(
, chamiyts) usually means ‘acid’ and is rendered by some commentators as
‘salted,’ grains of salt being added to the mixture. Such a saline fodder is regarded as
a dainty in food for cattle.” (P. 145)

#ymiÞx' lyliîB.

Alexander likewise states that “
, beliyl chamiyts properly means
fermented mixture. The first word is commonly supposed to denote here a mixture of
different kinds of grain, and the other a seasoning of salt or acid herbs, peculiarly
grateful to the stomachs of cattle.” (P. 482)
124

Slotki’s translation has “with the shovel and with the fan.” This is also the
translation given in King James and Tanakh, and it seems strange to think of
winnowing with a “fan.” But look at the article “Winnowing Fans–India” on the Internet,
with pictures of such fans, which are much like a weaved shovel, but light in weight,
making them much easier for women to use in winnowing grain, getting rid of all the
particles of straw and chaff.
(continued...)
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Brown-Driver-Briggs states that the noun
with six prongs.”

hr,z>mi, mizreh, means “pitchfork,

Kaiser comments on verses 23-25a that “As a consequence of this new
obedience the land will come to enjoy a fruitfulness like that of paradise...
“In an agrarian society it is necessary for a prosperous life that the animals too
have plenty to eat and are so able to provide wool and meat in abundance, or work as
draught animals or beasts of burden...
“The teacher who gives us this verse seems to have been so much of an expert,
as Lutheran country pastors once were, that he could name the best mixed fodder, with
sorrel added...
“The author of this sentence has remembered that complete fruitfulness
independent of the rainy seasons can only be achieved with adequate artificial
irrigation, and has therefore added the idea that upon every mountain and hill...there
will not only be water channels...but also water.” (Pp. 302-03)
125

Alexander translates / comments on verse 25: “And there shall be, on every
high mountain, and on every elevated hilll, channels, streams of waters, in the day of
great slaughter, in the falling of towers (or when towers fall)...
“The simple meaning seems to be that water shall flow where it never flowed
before, a common figure in the prophets for a great change, and especially a change
for the better...[While interpreters have attempted to apply the description to various
historical situations], the diversity and arbitrary nature of these explanations show that
there are no sufficient data in the text itself for any such specific and exclusive
application. All that can certainly be gathered from the words is, that a period of war
and carnage should be followed by one of abundance and prosperity.” (P. 483)
Motyer comments that “Contrasting with the water of tears (verse 19), here is a
rearranging even of the face of the earth, whereby the formerly arid hilltops will be
lavishly watered.” (P. 251)
Oswalt states that verse 25 “has two themes: the supply of water and the
collapse of the towers...When the towers of Judah’s pride are smashed...she may
expect a new era of unbelievable fruitfulness [but are ‘the towers’ symbols of Judah’s
pride? What ‘towers’ do you think are meant?]...
“Little Judah, crushed under a whole succession of empires culminating in
Rome, became the seedbed from which biblical faith was to grow to encompass the
world...The dramatic and miraculous nature of God’s salvation is depicted by springs
(continued...)
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And there will be upon every high mountain,
and upon every lifted-up hill,
streams–channels of water,126
on a day of great slaughter, as towers fall.127
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(...continued)
and watercourses on the very tops of the hills, the places least likely to be well
watered.” (Pp. 562-63)
Such is Oswalt’s interpretation–but the text says nothing about Judah becoming
the seedbed from which was to grow a worldwide biblical faith. And we think the
negebh–the southernmost part of Judah--would be the place in Judah least likely to be
well watered. What do you think?
126

Slotki comments that “Even on the Judean mountains and hills, which might be
expected to be dry and barren, there will flow streams and watercourses that will fructify
them as well as the plains and valleys.” (P. 145)
127

Slotki states that the “great slaughter” is referring to the slaughter of the
enemies of God, and that the “towers” is a metaphor for the great and mighty. (P. 145)
Watts states that “Great slaughter and towers...falling set the scene in a time of
war when destruction is commonplace and expected.” (P. 401)
Kaiser comments that “If anyone should ask when all this is to happen, the
answer is, on the day of the great slaughter...in which Yahweh will rise up against all
pride and loftiness and will therefore also bring down the towers of the fortresses of this
earth...
“But in order that devout readers should not be afraid of this day, there is a
concluding reminder that it will bring the fulfilment of the longings of all the centuries.
For it is the day in which Yahweh will bind up the wound which was made, as it were, by
the surrender of Jerusalem, its king and its temple in 587 B.C.E...and the day in which
He will heal the blows received at that time.” (Pp. 303-04)
128

Alexander translates verse 26: “And the light of the moon shall be as the light
of the sun, and the light of the sun shall be sevenfold, as the light of seven days, in the
(continued...)
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(...continued)
day of Jehovah’s binding up the breach of His people, and the stroke of His wound He
will heal.”
He comments that “Instead of the usual words for sun and moon, we have here
two poetical expressions, one denoting heat and the other white...
“Maimonides supposes an allusion to the seven days of the dedication of
Solomon’s temple. The [Aramaic] Targum, still more strangely, multiplies the seven
twice into itself and reads, three hundred and forty-three days...
“It is plain that the prophet’s language is designed, not merely to express great
joy, but to describe a change in the face of nature, as an emblem of some great
revolution in the state of society.” (Pp. 484-85)
Slotki states that verse 26 gives “a representation in metaphorical language of
the abundant happiness and prosperity in store for the people.” But he adds that
“Others understand the text literally as a miraculous increase in the radiance of the
heavenly luminaries.” (P. 145)
We think a seven-fold increase in the sun’s rays would result in the burning up of
planet earth. As Watts states, “Moderns would be appalled at the thought of a sevenfold increase in the sun’s heat and light.” (P. 401)
And we insist that here, as Isaiah begins to describe his vision of the future
awaiting the people of YHWH, his language contains puzzling riddles that defy literal,
exact understanding–just as we should expect in the light of Numbers 12:6-8 and 1
Corinthians 13:7-12.
Oswalt states concerning verse 26 that “There are two themes associated here:
light and healing...Instead of the darkness of despair, uncertainty, and sin, and the
misery of the pains resulting from running from God in the darkness, there will be
perfect clarity and the tender ministry of the Father bandaging our wounds and bruises
[this language, ‘the tender ministry of the Father bandaging our wounds and bruises’ is
not found in the text].” See Isaiah 60:19-22,
19

20

21

The sun will no longer be for you for light by day;
and for brightness, the moon will not shine for you.
And YHWH will be for you for long-lasting light,
and your God for your beauty!
Your sun will not set any more,
and your moon will not be gathered.
Because YHWH will be for you for long-lasting light
and (the) days of your mourning will be completed.
And your people, all of them, (will be) righteous;
for long-lasting time they will inherit earth / land–
(continued...)
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And (the) light of the moon will be like (the) light of the hot sun;
and (the) light of the hot sun will be seven times (brighter),
like (the) light of seven of the days–129
on a day (when) YHWH binds up His people’s brokenness,
and (the) severe wound of His striking, He will heal!130

128

22

(...continued)
a sprout of My planting, a work of My hands,
to make itself beautiful.
The least one will become to the thousand(s);
and the little / insignificant one to a mighty nation.
I (am) YHWH;
in its time, I will hasten it!
129

Slotki’s translation has “the seven days,” and he comments that this is referring
to the seven days “of the week, all their light being concentrated in that of one day.”
(P.145)
130
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Where our Hebrew text has
, “and a severe wound of
His striking He will heal,” Rahlfs has kai. th.n ovdu,nhn th/j plhgh/j sou iva,setai, “and
the pain of your wound He will heal” (with no mention that it was YHWH Who caused
the wound).
Motyer comments that “The contrasting day brings healing for the people whom
both their own sin and His righteous judgment have wounded.” (P. 251)
Watts states that “Yahweh’s healing work will be applied to the people’s wounds,
even to those which His punishment had caused. The idea that God punishes but also
heals is found in Deuteronomy 32:29; Job 5:18 and Hosea 6:1.” (P. 401)
Watts explains verses 19-26, stating that “The implied hearers within the [Book
of Isaiah] are despondent pilgrims in Jerusalem. With heightened political tensions,
the threat of war, and prophetic teachings that Yahweh has sent the wars against them,
they tended to despair of Yahweh’s help and goodness.
(continued...)
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“The passage is a classic example of an assuring homily in the wisdom /
Deuteronomic style. The gracious, healing, guiding nature of God is certain and
dominant...Past afflictions and trials should not cloud the hope that God w ill again
appear to guide His people (verse 20). God’s presence is a gentle reminder of ‘the
way’ whenever they are tempted to stray (verse 21) and is a strong admonition against
idolatry (verse 22)...
“The basic understanding of Yahweh’s role in bringing rain to Palestine is
dominant here, as it is in Deuteronomy. The blessing of rain will be abundant enough
to provide streams on the mountaintops (verse 25a).
“Only verse 25b gives a hint that the episode is set in a time of turmoil and war.
This stressful factor is otherwise ignored. But the distress and wounds are recognized
in verse 20a and in verse 26b. In both instances Yahweh’s responsibility for the
people’s hurt is recognized. Yet the positive message of God’s grace, His providential
guidance, the gift of rain, and the healing of His people’s hurt dominate all else. One
strong demand is clear: Get rid of the idols!” (Pp. 401-02)
131

Slotki comments on verses 27-33 that they depict “The sudden appearance of
God in His might and glory,” and “the dramatic annihilation of the Assyrian host and
Judah’s festal rejoicing and songs of thanksgiving.” (P. 146)
Oswalt comments on these verses that “The writer now follows the promise of
Judah’s redemption with the promise of Assyria’s destruction...
‘It is not the Egyptians who would deliver God’s people, but God Himself. This
was the message Isaiah sought to impress upon the Judeans, but with little apparent
success. They were too enamored of their own means of self-defense to hear a
message which invited them to stand still and see God at work on their behalf. Yet this
is the message of the Bible from Exodus to Chronicles [obvious over-statement!]:
Exodus 14:13-14,
And Moses said to the people, Don’t be af raid!
Take your stand, and see YHWH’s salvation,
which He will create for you people today;
because you saw Egypt today;
you will not again see them for a long lasting time!
2 Chronicles 20:17,
It is not for you people to fight in this–
station yourselves, stand,
and see YHWH’s deliverance / salvation with you!
(continued...)
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O Judah and Jerusalem,
you shall not be afraid and not be dismayed!
Tomorrow go forth before them–
and YHWH (will be) with you!

“The flesh says with Frederick the Great, ‘God is on the side of the strongest
battallions,’ but the Spirit says, ‘Stand still and see your salvation.’” (P. 564)
But Oswalt has greatly overstated the facts. There are numerous passages from
Exodus to 2 Chronicles which advocate Israel’s going forth to battle–the exact
opposite of standing still! And the passages commanding Israel to “stand still” are few
and far between–hardly “the message of the Bible from Exodus to Chronicles”!
Motyer entitles verses 27-33 “Contemporary events: Assyria no threat.”
He states that “This second movement in the section on the faithfulness of the
Lord turns from eschatology to imminent history...Though Judah’s dallying with Egypt
(30:1-7) is deeply offensive to the Lord and useless in respect of the Assyrian threat,
yet Jerusalem will not fall to Assyria. Rather, the Assyrian king, thundering towards
Zion, is in fact climbing his own funeral pyre!...
“Anthropomorphisms [the attributing of human characteristics and purposes to
inanimate objects, animals, plants, or other natural phenomena, or to God] abound. In
the first stanza, the Lord’s Name, anger, lips, tongue and spirit...are mentioned; in the
second, His voice, arm and anger; and in the third, His voice and breath...
“The opening stanza makes the fullest use of the sort of anthropomorphic
language which marks the whole poem. Its intention is to show the Lord wholly involved
in action and reaction in world history and the inevitability of a final moral settlement
because of what He is and can do.” (Pp. 251-52)
Watts summarizes verses 27-33 by stating that “This episode parodies [makes a
humorous imitation of] cultic ceremonies of Yahweh’s coming in the Zion festival.
Verses 27-28 portray the coming of the Name of Yahweh from afar, burning with anger
against the nations. They employ six anthropomorphic terms: Name of Yahweh coming
from a distance; His anger burning; His liver raging; His lips full of indignation; His
tongue devouring like fire; His breath like a stream, a signal to the nations, a bridle for
the peoples.
“Verses 29-33b turn to the people’s response and to the historical
consequences that are promised. Yahweh’s coming will occasion a song like festival
songs of old when Israel climbed toward Jerusalem to worship Yahweh, ‘the Rock of
Israel,’ and witnessed the drama of Yahweh acting in the storm (verse 30) and the
cultic punishment He meted out, portrayed in verse 32 by musical accompaniment.
(continued...)
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“But the real joy of the worshiping people is occasioned by the historical events
which mirror the festival drama. Assyria will fall (verse 31) and her king will be buried
(verse 33ab). Verse 33c returns to the theme of Theophany. Yahweh’s anger lights
the funeral pyre [a pile or heap of wood or other combustible material, especially such a
pile for burning a dead body as part of a funeral rite, as in India today] of the Assyrian
king.” (P. 404)
Kaiser entitles verses 27-33 “Yahweh’s Feast.”
He holds that “This description of salvation is not by Isaiah himself.” (P. 306)
He entitles verses 27-28 “The Judge of the nations comes!”
He comments that “As we already know from Isaiah 17:12ff, and 29:1ff.,
Yahweh’s help is closest when the distress is greatest. In a miraculous way He
intervenes to reverse the fate of His Own city of God...
“Just as in texts handed down from ancient times Yahweh came in the storm
from His mountain of God, either from Sinai or from the mountainous country of Seir
(compare Judges 5:4; Deuteronomy 33:2 and also Isaiah 2:12), His ‘name,’ which
now takes His place, will come down from afar, from the mountain of God or from
heaven in a mighty thunderstorm, with sheet lightning which could be seen as His
burning anger, forked lightning as His tongues, and thunder which could be heard as
His voice cursing His enemies...compared with a raging torrent which suddenly rises up
to the neck of the traveler...Here the poet seems to have in mind the powerful
cloudbursts which in those latitudes can suddenly transform a dry stream bed into a
raging torrent...
“We must imagine the powerful rushing waters carrying the assembled nations
away from Jerusalem and therefore following a course which leads them directly to their
ruin. From the poetic point of view the transition from the description of the ‘name’
which approaches in the storm to a metaphor which presents Him as a servant on a
farm or in an army who places a bridle and halter on a rebellious horse, donkey or
mule, in order to subdue it to his will...is an abrupt one. When Yahweh treats the
nations in this way, He is not guiding them along His straight path, but deceitfully into
their certain ruin.” (Pp. 306-07)
What do you make of this depiction of YHWH? Do you agree with Kaiser?
Oswalt comments on verses 27-28 that “In language reminiscent of other
Theophanies of judgment (Psalm 18:8-16Heb / 7-15Eng; 50:3; Nahum 1:3-8; Habakkuk
3:3-15), God is depicted as coming from a great distance on the wings of a storm.” (P.
564)
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Look–YHWH’s name,132 coming from afar,133
His anger (is) burning, and heaviness (of) lifting-up(?)134
131

(...continued)
Alexander translates / comments on verse 27: “Behold, the name of Jehovah
cometh from afar, burning His anger, and heavy the ascent (of smoke); His lips are full
of wrath, and His tongue as a devouring fire...
“The words are to be strictly understood as traits in the prophetic picture of this
terrible epiphany.” (Pp. 484-85)
Watts states that “Apparently the Name here is like the ’Glory’ in Ezekiel 1:28...
intended to represent Yahweh Himself.” (P. 405)
132

Slotki holds that “name of the Lord” is here “synonymous with God’s power and
glory.” (P. 146)
Oswalt states that “the name of the Lord is especially indicative of God’s
revealed character, both as sovereign and as redeemer.” (P. 565)
But we wonder why he picks out “sovereign” and “redeemer.” We are reminded
of how some commentators say what the name YHWH means in a similar fashion. We
say the name of the Lord stands for the Lord Himself, not for some specific elements of
the Divine character.
133

Slotki states that the phrase “from afar” means “from His heavenly habitation,
from His mysterious abode. Traditionally ‘from afar’ means from times of old, in
accordance with the promise He made long ago.” (P. 146)
Oswalt states that “God may be far away, but...He can break in upon us at any
moment.” (P. 566)
Watts observes that “A Theophany usually tells where Yahweh is coming from:
Seir / Edom...Teman / Mountains of Paran...Sinai...the Heavens...Zion...from the north
...The phrase from a distance is unique. Common to all of these is the recognition that
Yahweh is not bound to any place. He comes when and where He chooses.” (P. 405)
134
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The difficult last phrase of this line,
, literally, “and heaviness /
mass of lifting-up,” is given varying translations, from “and the burden thereof is heavy,”
(continued...)
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His lips were filled (with) fury,
and His tongue like a devouring fire!135
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to “With a heavy burden,” to “and in thick rising smoke,” to “and dense clouds of
smoke,” to “heavy his threat,” tp meta. do,xhj to. lo,gion “with glory the saying.”
Oswalt translates by “the burden heavy,” and comments that “Most modern
translations take it to refer to a dense cloud of smoke accompanying the fire of His
anger...The alternative is to take it...as referring to the heavy burden of punishment
which God will impose upon the Assyrians.” (P. 566)
We think it best to simply acknowledge that we do not know what the phrase
means, and remember the nature of the prophetic message, especially when predicting
the future, as filled with puzzling enigmas.
135

Oswalt comments that “The Old Testament writers considered that the decree
of the God Who speaks was ultimately the Power which held all things together and
which could plunge all things into dissolution.” (P. 566)
136

Alexander translates / comments on verse 28: “And His breath (or spirit), like
an overflowing stream, shall divide as far as the neck, to sift the nations in the sieve of
falsehood, and a misleading bridle on the jaws of the people...The common explanation
of the whole verse is a threatening against Jehovah’s enemies.” (P. 485)
Slotki states that verse 28 contains “three metaphors of stream, sieve and bridle
symbolizing the overwhelming catastrophe.” (P. 146)
But the exact meaning of the various phrases is puzzling, not clear or certain!
137
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The noun
, ruach, is translated by some as “anger,” by others as
“breath,” but Alexander holds that “there is no sufficient reason for excluding an allusion
to the Holy Spirit as a personal agent.” (P. 485)
Again we say, puzzling, enigmatic language!
138

Oswalt comments that “an overflowing torrent speaks of the wadis, or gulches,
(continued...)
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to sift nations in a sieve of emptiness–140
and a halter / bridle that leads astray upon (the) jaws of peoples.141
138

(...continued)
which are normally dry but can be brimming in a matter of minutes as a result of a
cloudburst in the hills. So God’s judgment will be as sudden and as complete.” (P.
566) Compare Nahum 1:8,
And with an overflowing flood he will make an end of her (Nineveh’s) place;
and His enemies He will pursue (into) darkness.
139
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The Hebrew verb
, yechetseh according to Alexander “means strictly to
divide into halves...The water, rising to the neck, divides the body into two unequal
parts. The metaphor itself, as in Isaiah 8:8, denotes extreme danger.” (P. 485)
Oswalt states that “it divides at the neck is a curious phrase, and Kissane
suggests that ’divides’ is a corruption of ‘reaches’...Another suggestion is that the
waters divide a man in half...Another possibility is that the waters divide or go around at
the neck. In any case, the life-threatening effect of turbulent waters neck-deep is clear.”
(P. 566) And again we say, puzzling, enigmatic language!
140

What do you think “sifting nations in a sieve of emptiness” means? Does it
imply that the Divine judgment is a purifying process, in which the nations are being
cleansed of their empty schemes, and only those among the nations who are
committed to justice and righteousness will be preserved?
Slotki holds that the sifting process will continue “until none is left” (p. 146). But
is this the goal of winnowing / sifting–to destroy the whole crop? We think not.
Alexander refers to Gill’s paraphrase, “They were to be sifted, not with a good
and profitable sieve, which retains the corn and shakes out the chaf f, or so as to have
some taken out and spared, but with a sieve that lets all through, and so be brought to
nothing.” (P. 485) Puzzling, enigmatic? Yes!
141

These last two lines of verse 28 are given varying translations:

King James, “to sift the nations with the sieve of vanity: and there shall be a bridle in
the jaws of the people, causing them to err.”
Tanakh, “To set a misguiding yoke upon nations And a misleading bridle upon the jaws
of peoples”;
New Revised Standard, “to sift the nations with the sieve of destruction, and to place
on the jaws of the peoples a bridle that leads them astray.”
New International, “He shakes the nations in the sieve of destruction; he places in the
jaws of the peoples a bit that leads them astray.”
New Jerusalem, “to sift the nations with the sieve of destruction, to harness the
peoples in a bridle, that will lead them astray.”
(continued...)
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Rahlfs, kai. diaireqh,setai tou/ e;qnh tara,xai evpi. planh,sei matai,a| kai. diw,xetai
auvtou.j pla,nhsij kai. lh,myetai auvtou.j kata. pro,swpon auvtw/n, “and [the
Divine breath or spirit will] be divided to confuse nations in vain error, and error
will pursue them and lay hold of them face-to-face.” (NETS)
What do you think a halter / bridle that leads astray means? Does it mean that
YHWH puts His Spirit in the hearts of the nations, leading them astray from their
intended purposes, to fulfill His purpose instead? Slotki states that it means “diverting
the enemy from his purpose and so frustrating his designs.” (P. 146)
Alexander states that “the last clause is paraphrased by Luther as denoting that
Jehovah would drive the nations hither and thither...Most interpreters pref er the more
specific sense of leading astray, or in the wrong direction, with particular allusion...to the
fact that Sennacherib was misled by a false report respecting Tirhakah, the king of
Ethiopia.” (P. 485)
Oswalt states that “each figure leads to destruction: the flood to drowning, the
sieve to dividing the good grain from the useless chaff, the bridle which leads an
unbreakable horse to its death.” (P. 567) But the tex t does mention an ‘unbreakable
horse,’ nor the bridle as leading to death.
Watts comments that “The object of God’s anger is the nations / peoples.” (P.
405) Yes, but this can easily be overemphasized. In Isaiah 25:6-9 the nations /
peoples are said to share in YHWH’s banquet of fat meat and best of wines, at which
death will be swallowed up and all tears wiped away forever!
Similarly, oftentimes Israel is depicted as being the object of YHWH’s wrath and
judgment of destruction–but that is not the end–f ollowing the visitation in judgment,
YHWH assures Israel’s of His love and forgiveness.
What do you think? Do you understand Isaiah’s language here as clear and
precise, or rather, as filled with puzzling enigma?
142

Motyer entitles verses 29-30 “The song and the shout: Judah’s festivity and
the Lord’s rage.”
Kaiser entitles these two verses “The rejoicing at Yahweh’s intervention.”
He comments that “Before the poet returns from his metaphorical description of
the Divine purpose to the description of God attacking in the storm, he addresses his
hearers or readers to assure them that this coming of Yahweh will be a joyful event for
them, and that they themselves will not be punished by the judgment of their God...
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When Yahweh attacks the besiegers, what happens in the besieged city will be
like the night preceding a festival, when the pilgrims go up to the temple to the sounding
of flutes, and songs...
“There is no doubt that the apocalyptic author thinks of the destruction of the
enemy as directly caused by God acting in the storm. Just as during Deborah’s battle
the Kishon had risen furiously as a result of a storm and at least cut off the enemy’s
path (compare Judges 5:20-21), and as in the battle at Gibeon hail had killed the
Amorites (compare Joshua 10:11 and Isaiah 28:21), so Yahweh would destroy the
enemy gathered before the gates of Jerusalem by a gigantic storm. The supernatural
aspect of the conception lies in the fact that the storm is to affect only the enemy, but
not the people of Jerusalem.
“‘Assyria,’ the world power hostile to God which was embodied in the Seleucid
kingdom [‘A Hellenistic state ruled by the Seleucid dynasty, which existed from 312 to
63 B.C.E.; founded by Seleucus I Nicator following the division of the Macedonian
empire vastly expanded by Alexander the Great. Seleucus received Babylonia and,
from there, expanded his dominions to include much of Alexander's near eastern
territories. At the height of its power, it included central Anatolia, Persia, the Levant,
Mesopotamia, and what is now Kuwait, Afghanistan, and parts of Pakistan and
Turkmenistan’ (Wikipedia, 5/11/2017)], and the world of the nations which has
gathered together to attack Jerusalem, will be so terrified by the very voice of God in
the thunder that it will be unable to think of resisting or attacking. If the nations are
unable to influence God by the noise they make while He attacks, there can be no
doubt that they will have to give way to His voice, however dangerous and powerful
they may seem.” (Pp. 307-09)
Alexander translates / comments on verse 29: “The song (or singing) shall be to
you (i.e. your song shall be) like the night of the consecration of a feast, and joy of heart
(i.e. your joy shall be) like (that of) one marching with the pipe (or flute) to go into the
mountain of Jehovah, to the Rock of Israel...
“The night may be particularly mentioned in the first clause, either because all
the Mosaic festivals began in the evening, or with special allusion to the Passover,
which is described in the law (Exodus 12:42) as a night to be much observed unto the
Lord, as that night of the Lord to be observed by all the children of Israel in their
generations...
“This verse gives an interesting glimpse of ancient usage as to the visitation of
the temple at the greater yearly festivals.” (Pp. 485-86)
Slotki states that verse 29 depicts “Israel’s joy at the fall of the Assyrian invader.”
(P. 146)
(continued...)
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The song will be for you people like a night for setting-apart a pilgrimage-festival,143
and rejoicing of heart, like the walking with the flute,
to enter into YHWH’s mount,144
to Israel’s Rock.

145

142

(...continued)
Oswalt comments that “the result of God’s raging against the enemies outside
will be rejoicing inside...The biblical feasts were preeminently times of rejoicing over
God’s acts of deliverance in history...
“The line of thinking is: you have abandoned God’s ways because you thought
He could not help; that abandonment will bring destruction upon you; but despite His
bringing the Assyrians upon you, God has not abandoned you, and the proof of His
power and His love is that you will one day be able to rejoice in His work on your
behalf.” (P. 567)
Watts observes that “The Theophany is set in a festival. It is to be understood
as the festal drama of Zion’s New Year. Its purpose is clear from the name used for
God: The Rock of Israel. It stressed assurance that Yahweh will defend and care for
His people.” (P. 405)
But not a word is said in the text about “the festal drama of Zion’s New Year,”
and it is not at all clear that there was such a festival in ancient Israel.
143

Slotki holds that this is referring to “the feast of Passover when hymns and
psalms are sung in commemoration of the deliverance from Egypt.” (P. 146) But is
there any mention of “Passover” in the text?
144

Slotki comments that this is describing “a pilgrim procession to the temple
accompanied with music.” (P. 146)
145

Alexander comments that “The Rock of Israel is not mount Zion or Moriah, but
Jehovah Himself, to Whose presence they resorted, as appears from 2 Samuel 23:3,
[Israel’s God spoke to me,
Israel’s Rock said:
One ruling over humanity–a righteous / rightly-related one,
(is) one ruling (by) fear / reverence of God!]” (P. 486)
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And YHWH will cause to be heard His voice’s splendor / majesty,147
and He will cause to be seen His arm’s descent,148
146

Alexander translates / comments on verse 30: “And Jehovah shall cause to
be heard the majesty of His voice, and the descent of His arm shall He cause to be
seen, with indignation of anger and a flame of devouring fire, scattering, and rain, and
hailstones (literally stone of hail)...
“The image presented is that of a Theophany, in which storm and tempest are
only accompanying circumstances.” (P. 486)
147

Slotki comments that this perhaps means “thunder.” (P. 146)
We say, Yes, perhaps...so it is with puzzling, enigmatic language!
148

Watts comments on verse 30 that “The Theophany turns to the picture of the
storm revealing God’s voice and act: ‘His arm descending’’ for deliverance. The storm
God with raised arm is a familiar motif in Ancient Near Eastern art...Storm imagery is
frequently used in the Psalms (18:13; 46:3; 68:3, 7-9; 77:18).” (P. 405)
See James B. Pritchard’s The Ancient Near East in Pictures, #’s 481, 484,
486, 490, 494, 496, 501, 531 and 532.
In his book, The Storm-God in the Ancient Near East, Alberto Green
demonstrates how "The Storm-God was a Deity common to every culture in the ancient
Near East. In this comprehensive study of the literature, iconography (seals,
monuments), and myths related to the Storm-god in its various guises, Green attempts
a new synthesis of the available data. He finds that the Storm-God was the force
primarily responsible for three areas of human concern:
(1)

religious power, because he was the ever-dominant environmental force upon
which peoples depended for their lives;

(2)

centralized political power; and

(3)

continuously evolving sociocultural processes, which typically were projected
through the Storm-God's attendants.
(continued...)
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with storming anger, and a flame of devouring fire-a driving storm and rain-storm and hail-stone(s).149
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(...continued)
Green traces these motifs through the Mesopotamian, Anatolian, Syrian, and
Levantine regions; he argues that, in the end, Yahweh of the Bible can be identified as
a storm-God, though certain unique characteristics came to be associated with Him:
He was the Creator of all that is created and the self-existing God who needs no other."
(From the dust-jacket of Green’s book)
149

Slotki comments that “As often in the Bible, God manifests Himself in a storm.”

(P. 147)
150

Motyer entitles verses 31-33 “Divine action: the overthrow of Asshur and its

king.”
He comments that “Verse 31 begins (literally) ‘For by the voice of the Lord
Assyria will be shattered.’ The concluding stanza explains and applies the poem to the
immediate situation.” (P. 253)
Alexander translates / comments on verse 31: “For at the voice of Jehovah shall
Assyria (or the Assyrian) be broken, with the rod shall He smite...
“There are two constructions of the last clause, one continuing Assyria as the
subject of the verb, the other referring it to Jehovah...Even if Assyria be the subject of
the clause, it is clear that the prophet speaks of her oppressions as being, in whole or in
part, still future to his own perceptions...
“But by far the most natural construction of the clause is that which supplies
nothing and adheres to the strict sense of the future, by connecting [He will strike] not
with [Assyria], but with YHWH, both of which are mentioned in the other clause...
“The express mention of Assyria in this verse, though it does not prove it to have
been from the beginning the specific subject of the prophecy, does show that it was a
conspicuous object in Isaiah’s view, as an example both of danger and deliverance, and
that at this point he concentrates his prophetic vision on this object as a signal
illustration of the general truths he has been announcing.” (Pp. 486-87)
Slotki comments on verse 31 that “Assyria is now named as the enemy upon
whom will fall the judgment hitherto described.” (P. 147)
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Because from YHWH’s voice, Assyria will be dismayed--151
with the rod, He will strike!152
30:32153
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Watts comments that “The name Assyria gives political focus to the
Theophany. It anticipates the break-up of the empire...The very passage that
acknowledges Assyria to be Yahweh’s agent had announced that He would, in time,
also determine Assyria’s fate (Isaiah 10:12). In this episode that day has come.” (P.
405)
But is that in fact the case? We think the passage predicts the coming of that
day, not claiming that the day has come.
152

We are reminded of how earlier in Isaiah, Assyria itself has been described as
“the rod of His [YHWH’s] anger” (Isaiah 10:5). Now Assyria will be struck by the rod of
YHWH’s anger, probably referring to Babylon which defeated Assyria in 626 B.C.E.
Oswalt comments that “Isaiah is saying in every way possible that humanity’s
only hope is in abandoning every other hope, including our own abilities, and casting
ourselves upon God alone. Assyria had claimed to hold the scepter of the world, but
God held that scepter and would shortly strike down the imposter–first outside
Jerusalem’s gates and then more completely a hundred years later at the hands of the
Medo-Babylonian alliance.” (Pp. 567-68)
153

Kaiser entitles verses 32-33 “The final destruction of the enemy.”

He comments that “When Yahweh then strikes with the rod of His Own lightning,
every blow will tell, and there will be no escape for ‘Assyria.’ But in the city they will
begin to play the drums and the lyre, probably not to begin the song and dance of
victory in praise of Yahweh...but in order to consecrate the enemy like a sacrifice for
slaughter...
“There would be prepared in the valley of Hinnom, in the deep valley to the west
and south of the city, the Topheth, the place of burning...
“Now those who have been struck by Yahweh’s lightnings will be burnt up there
in an immense pit, filled with straw and wood...and it is Yahweh Who will add the final
stroke by lighting the funeral pyre with His breath, which is now fiery, and with His
lightnings like a burning stream of brimstone...
“One may marvel at the courageous faith which, in what seems to us an almost
childish way, looks forward to the end of the powerful enemy before the gates of
Jerusalem. But the content of these expectations shows how deep a gulf there must
have been between Judaism and Hellenism for this apocalyptic thinker, since he
desired nothing but death and destruction for the Hellenistic power [the Selucids, the
Greek rulers of Syria and Israel after the death of Alexander the Great]...
(continued...)
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And every appointed 154 passing of a staff,155

153

(...continued)
“That differences of faith divide men and nations is unfortunately something that
does not just belong to the past but also to the present. T he assurance of Christian
faith should be demonstrated in seeking only the good of those who have a different
faith. Anyone who does not only have this in mind, but actually seeks to live it out, will
recall John 8:7 [where Jesus is depicted as saying, ‘Let the person who is without sin
throw the first stone at her [the adulteress brought to Jesus for judgment!’].” (Pp. 30910)
Alexander translates / comments on verse 32: “And every passage of the rod of
doom, which Jehovah will lay (or cause to rest) upon him, shall be with tabrets and
harps, and with fights of shaking it is fought therein...
“[The question raised in this verse is] whether the rod mentioned in the first
clause is the rod which the Assyrian wielded, or the rod which smote himself. On the
former supposition, the sense would seem to be, that in every place through which the
rod of the oppressor had before passed, there should now be heard the sound of joyful
music...the sense would seem to be that every passage of Jehovah’s rod (i.e. every
stroke which passes from it to the object) will be hailed by those whom the Assyrian had
oppressed, with joy and exultation.” (P. 487)
Oswalt comments on verse 32 that “Although certain elements of this verse are
matters of considerable controversy, the general sense is quite clear. God’s acts of
judgment will be cause for an outpouring of joy.” (P. 568)
Watts observes that “The verse [32] announces the identity of Yahweh,
celebrated in Jerusalem’s worship, with God Who controls the giants of history.” (P.
405)
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154

Alexander states that “It is now very generally agreed that
,
musadhah [our ‘appointed’] denotes the Divine determination or decree, and that the
(continued...)
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which YHWH will cause to rest upon him,
with tambourines and with stringed instruments156
and with battles (of a) swinging (arm),157

154

(...continued)
whole phrase means the rod appointed by Him, or to put it in a form at once exact and
poetical, the rod of destiny or doom.” (P. 487)
155

Oswalt’s translation has “the appointed staff,” which he says is literally “the
founded staff.” He suggest two explanations: The first [which he adopts] is that “The
staff is one whose purpose and destiny have been decreed [by a] Divine decree...So
Isaiah emphasizes again that despite Assyria’s pomp and power, she is in God’s hands
and the instrument of her destruction is already appointed. The alternative...changes
daleth for resh [d for r], letters which are easily confused in the Hebrew block script.
The result is...’His chastisement’ (as in Proverbs 22:15).” (P. 568)
156

Alexander’s translaton has “tabrets [‘small drums with one head of soft calfskin
used to accompany a pipe or fife played by the same person’] and harps,” and he
comments that these “are not named as the ordinary military music...nor as the sacred
music which on particular occasions was connected with the march of armies (2
Chronicles 20:21-22). Nor is the meaning that Jehovah would overcome the enemy as
if in sport or like a merry-making...which is inconsistent with the words that follow,
battles of shaking, i.e. agitating or tumultuous battles, or as some explain the words,
convulsive, struggling conflicts...
“The true sense seems to be, that every stroke would be attended with rejoicing
on the part of the spectators, and especially of those who had been subject to
oppression...The general sense is plain, to with, that God would violently overthrow
Assyria.” (Pp. 487-88)
157

Slotki’s translation has “battles of wielding” and he suggests “the wielding of
weapons,” but says alternatives are “battles of shaking” and “battles of brandishing.”
(P. 147)
Oswalt states that “with warrings waving, He makes war is very obscure. As it
stands it perhaps refers to a warrior wading into battle and brandishing his sword or his
staff overhead. However, this is by no means obvious and several alternatives have

hp'ÞWnT.

been proposed. Especially significant to many of these is the observation that
,
‘waving,’ occurs largely in cultic settings. This observation has led to the suggestion
that Assyria will be treated as an offering and that the words translated ‘warrings’ and
‘he makes war’ are either written or interpreted wrongly. No scholarly consensus has
emerged, however, so it seems best to stay with the Masoretic Text.” (P. 568)
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He fought against them.158
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Translations of verse 32 vary:

King James, “And in every place where the grounded staff shall pass, which the LORD
shall lay upon him, it shall be with tabrets and harps: and in battles of shaking
will he fight with it.”
Tanakh, “And each time the appointed staff passes by, The LORD will bring down His
arm upon him And will do battle with him as he waves it.”
New Revised Standard, “And every stroke of the staff of punishment that the LORD
lays upon him will be to the sound of timbrels and lyres; battling with brandished
arm he will fight with him.”
New International, “Every stroke the LORD lays on them with his punishing club will be
to the music of timbrels and harps, as he fights them in battle with the blows of
his arm.”
New Jerusalem, “each time he goes by, will fall the punishing rod that Yahweh will lay
on him, to the sound of tambourines and harps, in the battles which he will wage
against him with uplifted hand.”
Rahlfs, kai. e;stai auvtw/| kuklo,qen o[qen h=n auvtw/| h` evlpi.j th/j bohqei,aj evfV h-| auvto.j

evpepoi,qei auvtoi. meta. auvlw/n kai. kiqa,raj polemh,sousin auvto.n evk
metabolh/j, “And it will be to him all around, from which the hope of help was his,
upon which he himself was persuaded–they with flutes and harps will war (with)
him–out of a change (in attitude / alliance).”
159

Alexander translates / comments on verse 33: “For arranged since yesterday
is Tophet; even it for the king is prepared; he has deepened, he has w idened (it); its pile
fire and wood in plenty; the breath of Jehovah, like a stream of brimstone, kindles it. It
is universally agreed that the destruction of the Assyrian king is here described as a
burning of his body at a stake, or on a funeral-pile...
“But whether the king mentioned is an individual or an ideal representative of all,
and whether this is a mere figurative representation of his temporal destruction or a
premonition of his doom hereafter, are disputed questions...
“Tophet is well known to have been the name of a place in the valley of Hinnom
where children were sacrificed to Moloch, and on that account af terwards defiled by the
deposit of the filth of the city, to consume which, constant fires were maintained.
Hence, by a natural association, Tophet, as well as the more general name, Valley of
Hinnom, was applied by the later Jews to the place of future torment...
“The question whether it is here used to describe the place of future torments, or
as a mere poetical description of the temporal destruction of the king of Assyria, is the
less important, as the language must in either case be figurative, and can teach us
nothing therefore as to the real circumstances either of the first or second death...
(continued...)
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“We need not hesitate to understand the passag e as at least including a
denunciation of eternal misery, although the general idea which the figures were
intended to express is that of sudden, terrible destruction.” (P. 488)
Alexander, like many others, longs to find in the Bible the teaching of an eternal
“Hell,” and states that Isaiah 30:33 can be understood in this way–even though its
intention is only to express a “sudden, terrible destruction.”
In fact, the word “Hell” is not found in either the Hebrew Bible or the Greek New
Testament–only in translations. And the main word used is the Hebrew phrase

ygEå

~NO=hi-ynEb,. gey bheney-hinnom, “Valley of Sons of Hinnom,” which was shortened and
transliterated into Greek as ge,enna, Gehenna. The Aramaic Targum has ~N"hiygE.
In that Valley, a ravine south of Jerusalem, according to later Jewish popular
belief, God’s final judgment was to take place. And the Synoptic Gospel writers of
Matthew especially, Mark and Luke, depicted Jesus as accepting this popular belief,
using ge,enna, Gehenna for the place of punishment in the next life, which in much later
translations was rendered “Hell,” with no mention of its geographical location in the tiny
Valley just to the south of the ancient City of David. See: Matthew 5:22, 29, 30; 10:28;
18:9; 23:15, 33; Mark 9:43, 45, 47 and Luke 12:5. The only other place in the Greek
New Testament where the word appears is Jacob [“James”] 3:6, where it is said that
fires of ge,enna, Gehenna set on fire the tongue that is not controlled.
Oswalt states that verse 33 “can either support, or mitigate against, the idea that
verse 32 refers to a sacrifice...[But] it is not so much a sacrifice being pictured as it is a
warrior’s funeral pyre burning in the Hinnom Valley below [just to the south of]
Jerusalem. The assumption that a sacrifice is in view rests upon the observation that
human victims were burned to death in worship of the God Moloch [/ Molech] in this
valley (2 Kings 23:10; Jeremiah 19:6). On this basis, some would emend ‘for the king’

%l,M,îl;

%l,Mol;

(
, lammelek) to ‘for the Molech’ (
, lammolek), but there is no textual
evidence for such an emendation [it would not be an emendation of the consonantal
text–just of the Masoretic pointing]...
“Nothing in the text calls for the sacrificial understanding. Rather, the author
says that Assyria’s funeral pyre, like the Lord’s rod, has stood ready from ancient days
[No–all the text says is that it was prepared beforehand, perhaps meaning no more
than ‘yesterday’! See footnote 161]. All it wants is the Lord’s breath to kindle it into
flame (compare Isaiah 31:9)...
“So again Isaiah is counseling his people that they need not go to Egypt out of
fear of Assyria. What they should do is to move even closer to the only One in the
universe who truly holds Assyria’s destiny in His hand.” (Pp. 569-70)
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Because a Topheth / burning-place160 is prepared from earlier time;161
also it has been made ready for the king,162 made deep, made wide;

160

Slotki’s translation has “a hearth.” He comments that this means “a place for

hT,êp.T'

tp,T

burning. The Hebrew
, tophteh has evidently to be connected with
,
Topheth, the place where human sacrifices were burnt to Moloch (2 Kings 23:10;
Jeremiah 7:31). Here the ‘sacrifice’ will be the king of Assyria whose destruction is
predicted.” (P. 147)
Brown-Driver-Briggs states, “

tp,Toñ

a proper noun, the name of a location in

~NOhi-!B,, ‘Son of Hinnom” to the east of Jerusalem. The etymology is
doubtful, and some think it is related to the Aramaic tpv, = fire-place. See the
the valley of

following passages where it occurs with the definite article: 2 Kings 23:10 (+ 5 other
times); passages where it occurs without the definite article: Jeremiah 7:32, 19:11,
19:12. It was a place of sacrificing children Jeremiah 7:31-32; 19:6 (compare verse
5), 2 Kings 23:10.”

‘lWmt.a,me(

161

Alexander states that the Hebrew phrase
, me)ethmol, “from
yesterday,” “from recently,” “from formerly,” “has been variously explained to mean ‘long
ago,’ and ‘just now,’ or ‘a little while ago.’” (P. 488)
Motyer says that it means “what is about to happen has long been determined
upon.” (P. 253) But it may only mean “a little while ago,” or “yesterday.”
162

Motyer comments that “Little did the Assyrians know that their imperial
progress to Zion...was their funeral procession with the pyre long since laid!” (P. 253)
Watts comments that “The reference to the king’s funeral is parallel to chapter

hT,êp.T'

14. The context suggests that
, tophteh, ‘funeral-pyre’ is related to a ceremony
for the dead. Cremation was not usual in Palestine nor, as far as is known, in
Mesopotamia, although it is documented for military funerals in Greece and is the usual
means of dealing with bodies as far east as India...
“When the Old Testament speaks of burning bodies it is taken as a sign of
vengeance or degradation (compare 1 Samuel 31:12; Amos 6:10; Leviticus 20:14;
21:9; Joshua 7:25...) The motif of fire is continued in Yahweh’s fiery breath that ignites
the funeral pyre. That is reminiscent of fire from heaven devouring Elijah’s altar on
Carmel (1 Kings 18:38).” (P. 406)
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its pile163 of fire-wood and numerous trees–
YHWH’s breath164, 1 like a wadi of brimstone / sulphur burning in it!

Ht'ªr"dUm.

163

Alexander states that “
, medhurathah [‘its pile / pyre’] means the
whole circumference and area of the place of burning.” (P. 489)

hr'Wdm.

The noun
, medhurah occurs only twice in the Hebrew Bible, here
(Isaiah 30:33) and Ezekiel 24:9, where it refers to a pile of wood used to burn beneath
a pot filled with meat to be boiled–symbolical for the City of Jerusalem which is about to
be destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon.
Watts explains Isaiah 30:27-33, stating that “Themes from cultic drama and
Theophany have been blended to shape a powerful episode...Within the [Book of
Isaiah], it shows religious attempts to counter the [earlier] message. Like the prophets
of salvation who opposed Jeremiah, the teachers and the Theophanic prophets salve
the worries of the people, preventing them from facing up to the hard political decisions.
This is how religious assurance can in fact be ‘an opiate for the people.’” (P. 406)
Shades of Karl Marx! We say, the positive messages that are intertwined with
the messages of judgment are not intended to put the people to sleep , but rather, to call
them to brave endurance in confronting the necessary struggles that confront them.
What do you say?
164
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The Hebrew phrase,
, nishmath YHWH, “breath of YHWH,”
occurs only here in the Hebrew Bible. Here in Isaiah 30:33 it depicts the breath of
YHWH as a hot wind kindling a flame. See our end-note 1 for all the occurrences of the
noun

hm'v'n>, neshamah in the Hebrew Bible.
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1.

Occurrences of the noun

hm'v'n>, neshamah in the Hebrew Bible.

In the following passages it is used of the Divine breath:
Isaiah 30:33,

hT,êp.T' ‘lWmt.a,me( %WrÜ['-yKi(
bxi_r>hi qymiä[.h, !k'ÞWh %l,M,îl; Îayhi²Ð ¿aWhÀ-~G:
hBeêr>h; ‘~yci[ew> vaeÛ Ht'ªr"dUm.
‘hw"hy> tm;Ûv.nI
`HB'( hr"ß[]Bo tyrIêp.G" lx;n:åK.
Because a Topheth / burning-place is prepared from earlier time;
also it has been made ready for the king, made deep, made wide;
its pile of fire-wood and numerous trees–
YHWH’s breath,
like a wadi of brimstone / sulphur burning in it!
2 Samuel 22:16,

~y"ë yqepiäa] ‘War'YE)w:
lbe_Te tAdås.mo WlßG"yI
hw"ëhy> tr:å[]g:B.
`AP)a; x:Wrï tm;Þv.NImi
And channels of a sea were seen;
foundations of a world are uncovered / revealed,
at YHWH’s rebuke,
from a breath of Spirit of His nostril!
Psalm 18:16,

~yIm;ª yqeypiîa] ŸWa’r'YEÜw:
lbeîTeñ tAdás.Am éWlG"YIw:)
hw"+hy> ^åt.r"å[]G:mi
`^P,(a; x:Wrå tm;ªv.NImi÷
And they were seen, channels of water,
and they were uncovered, foundations of (the) inhabited earth-from Your rebuke, O YHWH,
from a breath of Spirit of His nostril!
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Job 4:9, where Eliphaz states:

Wdbe_ayO h:Alåa/ tm;äv.NImi
`Wl)k.yI APåa; x:WrßmeW
(At a blast) from Eloah’s breath--they [wicked people] will perish;
and (at a blast) from His Spirit’s / wind’s anger--they will be finished.
Job 32:8, where Elihu states:

vAn=a/b, ayhiä-x:Wr) !kea'â
`~nE)ybiT. yD:åv; tm;Þv.nIw>
Surely, a spirit / Spirit–it (is) in a (weak) man;
and Shaddai’s breath causes them to understand.
Job 33:4, where Elihu again states:

ynIt.f'_[' laeî-x:Wr
`ynIYE)x;T. yD:åv; tm;Þv.nIw>)
El’s Spirit made me;
and Shaddai’s breath gives me life.
The noun is also used of the breath of human beings:
1 Kings 17:17,

hL,aeêh' ~yrIåb'D>h; ‘rx;a; yhiªy>w:
tyIB"+h; tl;ä[]B; hV'Þaih'-!B, hl'¨x'
daoêm. qz"åx' ‘Ayl.x' yhiÛy>w:
`hm'(v'n> ABß-hr"t.An*-al{ rv,îa] d[;²
And it happened after these things,
the woman, the mistress of the house’s son got sick;
and his sickness was exceeding strong / bad,
to the point that breath was not remaining in him.
Isaiah 42:5,

hw"©hy> Ÿlaeäh' rm;úa'-hKo)
~h,êyjeAnæw> ‘~yI“m;V'h; arEÜAB
h'ya,_c'a/c,w> #r<a"ßh' [q:ïro
h'yl,ê[' ~['äl' ‘hm'v'n> !teÛnO
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`HB'( ~ykiîl.hol; x:Wrßw>
In this way the El / Supreme God YHWH spoke-One creating the heavens and stretching them out,
One stamping out the earth and its offspring / produce,
One giving breath to the people upon it,
and Spirit / spirit to the ones walking in it.
Job 27:3, where Job swears he will not speak falsehood:

dA[å-lk'-yKi(
ybi_ ytiäm'v.nI
`yPi(a;B. H:Alåa/ x:Wrßw>
Because everything still,
my breath in me,
and Eloah’s breath in my nostrils,
Daniel 10:17,

hz<ë ‘ynIdoa] db,[,Û lk;ªWy %yheäw>
hz<+ ynIdoåa]-~[I rBeÞd:l.
x:koê yBiä-dm'[]y:-al{) ‘hT'“[;me ynIÜa]w:
`ybi(-hr"a]v.nI al{ï hm'Þv'n>W
And how will this, my Lord’s servant be able
To speak with this, my Lord?
And I, from now (on), strength will not stand in me,
and breath is not remaining in me!
The noun is also used of the breath of life as breathed into human beings by
God:
Genesis 2:7,

~d"ªa'h'(-ta, ~yhiøl{a/ hw"’hy> •rc,yYIw:
hm'êd"a]h'ä-!mi ‘rp'['
~yYI+x; tm;äv.nI wyP'Þa;B. xP;îYIw:
`hY")x; vp,n<ïl. ~d"ßa'h'( yhiîy>w:)
And YHWH God formed the human,
dust from the ground.
And he breathed into his nostrils a breath of life / living ones.
And the human was / became a living innermost-being!
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Genesis 7:22,

wyP'ªa;B. ~yYI÷x; x:Wr’-tm;v.nI •rv,a] lKo‡
hb'Þr"x")B, rv,îa] lKo±mi
`Wtme(
All in whom there was breath-spirit / Spirit of life / living ones in its nostrils,
from all who were on dry ground,
they died!
Job 34:14, where Elihu says of El (the Supreme God),

AB+li wyl'äae ~yfiäy"-~ai
`@so)a/y< wyl'îae Atªm'v.nIw>÷ AxïWr
If He sets His heart to it,
gathers His Spirit and His breath to Himself,
[El would destroy the whole earth.]
Isaiah 2:22,

~d"êa'h'ä-!mi ‘~k,l' WlÜd>xi
AP+a;B. hm'Þv'n> rv,îa]
`aWh) bv'Þx.n< hM,îb;-yKi(
Cease for yourselves from (thinking too highly of) the human-being,
whose breath (is) in his nose!
Because with what (is) he thought (to be)?
The noun is also used with the meaning “every breathing thing”:
Deuteronomy 20:16,

hL,aeêh' ‘~yMi[;h(' yrEÜ[m' e qr:ª
hl'_x]n: ^ßl. !teînO ^yh,êl{a/ hw"åhy> ‘rv,a]
`hm'(v'n>-lK' hY<ßx;t. al{ï
Only, from (the) cities of these peoples,
which YHWH your God is giving to you (as a) possession,
You (singular) shall not preserve alive any breath / anyone that breathes!
Joshua 11:11,

HB'Û-rv,a] vp,N<’h;-lK'-ta, WKY:w:û
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~rEêx]h;( ‘br<“x,-ypil.
hm'_v'n>-lK' rt;ÞAn al{ï
`vae(B' @r:ïf' rAcßx'-ta,w>
And they struck / killed every innermost-being that was in it,
devoting to destruction at (the) sword’s mouth.
There was not left remaining any (one with) breath.
And Hatsor he burned with the fire.
Joshua 11:14,

‘hL,“aeh' ~yrIÜ[h' , ll;ùv. lkow>û
lae_r"f.yI ynEåB. ~h,Þl' Wzðz>B' hm'êheB.h;w>
br<x,ª-ypil. WKåhi ~d"úa'h'-lK'-ta,( qr:å
~t'êAa ‘~d"miv.hi-d[;
`hm'(v'n>-lK' WryaiÞv.hi al{ï
And all (the) spoils of these cities,
and the cattle, they children of Israel plundered for themselves.
Only every human they struck / killed at the sword’s mouth,
until they exterminated them, them!
They did not leave remaining anyone (with) breath!
1 Kings 15:29,

Akªl.m'k. yhiäy>w:
~['êb.r"y" tyBeä-lK'-ta, ‘hK'hi
~['Þb.r"y"l. hm'²v'n>-lK' ryaióv.hi-al{)
Ad+miv.hi-d[;
rB,êDI rv,äa] hw"ëhy> rb;äd>Ki
`ynI)l{yVih; hY"ïxia] ADßb.[;-dy:B.
And it happened as he reigned,
he struck all (in) Jerogoam’s household.
There was not left anyone breathing (belonging) to Jeroboam,
until he exterminated it,
according to YHWH’s word which He spoke
by His servant’s hand, Ahijah the Shilonite.
Joshua 10:40,
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#r<a'‡h'-lK'-ta, [;vuäAhy> hK,äY:w:
hl'÷peV.h;w> bg<N<’h;w> •rh'h'
~h,êykel.m;-lK' ‘taew> tAdªvea]h'w>
dyrI+f' ryaiÞv.hi al{ï
~yrIêx/h, ‘hm'v'N>h;-lK' taeÛw>
`lae(r"f.yI yheîl{a/ hw"ßhy> hW"ëci rv,äa]K;
And Joshua struck / killed all the land / country-the mountain-land, and the south-land, and the lowland,
and the mountain-slopes, and all their kings.
He did not leave remaining a remnant.
And everyone (with) the breath he devoted to destruction,
just as YHWH, God of Israel, commanded!
Psalm 150:6,

Hy"© lLeîh;T. hm'v'N>h;â lKoå
`Hy")-Wll.h;(
All / Everyone (with) the breath, praise Yah!
Praise, you people, Yah!
Isaiah 57:16,

byrIêa' ‘~l'A[l. al{Ü yKiä
@Ac+Q.a, xc;n<ßl' al{ïw>
@Ajê[]y:) yn:åpL' .mi x:Wr’-yKi
`ytiyfi([' ynIïa] tAmßv'n>W
Because not to long-lasting time will I contend;
and I will not be angry to perpetuity!
Because (the human) spirit would be feeble from before Me,
and breaths I, I made.
The noun is also used with the meaning “the spirit of man”:
Proverbs 20:27,

~d"+a' tm;äv.nI hw"hy>â rnEå
`!j,b'(-yrEd>x;-lK' fpeªxo÷
Lamp of YHWH–breath of a human-being,
searching-out all chambers of (the) belly.
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Job 26:4, where Job challenges Bildad:

!yLi_mi T'd.G:åhi ymiâ-ta,
`&'M,(mi ha'îc.y" ymi÷-tm;v.nIw>
To whom did you declare words?
And whose breath went out from you?
Job 37:10, where Elihu says of El (the Supreme God):

xr:q"+-!T,yI laeî-tm;v.NImi
`qc'(WmB. ~yIm:å bx;roßw>
*From El’s breath, He gives frost;
and breadth of waters (are) frozen.
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